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ABSTRACT
I propose to study the role of Professor Muller in The Visit as my thesis role because of
the challenge that it presents, not only as a translated work, but also because of the character shift
for me - Professor Muller is a 72 year old man and has now been changed to a woman in her
thirties. Professor Muller is the only person to stand up to the antagonist, Claire. The
confrontation between Claire and Muller takes on a certain tone when it is between a woman and
a man, and has a completely different outlook when it becomes woman vs. woman.
The director has taken this play and set it in an abstract time and setting, loosely basing it
in a post WW2 era in perhaps Switzerland, or even Germany, although the location will never be
actually specified by the director. It is merely a suggestion of where we should begin the process
of characterization. The town gives off an appearance of desolation, but we must retain the
knowledge of better times. This challenge of not having specifics almost grinds at me to place
specifics on the character, but I will attempt to refrain from this. This role will not only challenge
my training here in movement, voice and character analysis, but will allow me to pursue a new
kind of development in character, one that does not have to be mapped out. This character can be
created only through the other characters on the stage. There are no clues in the script, really,
because of extensive cuttings and re-workings through this translation. The Professor is defined
by relationships, not by words, and this new process excites me.
After the show has closed, I would like to explore the play in its entirety and look to see
if I have remained true to the author's work while working in a new concept from the director. I
think it is possible to still hold to the origins and maintain the message of the play even through
such large changes.
This is going to be one of the most challenging roles that I have faced. I think that at the
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same time that I am going to apply my training, I also need to let it go and explore her through
my body, my heart. At home, outside the theatre, I can go through the analytical parts - the "who
am I" and "where do I come from" questions. My journals will be exceptionally useful for this
knowledge. However, in rehearsals, I want to “let it all go” and “fly by the seat of my pants” to
uncover answers that might be lost to me if I use only my brain. This is my biggest weakness as
an actor - allowing my brain to take over. The problem with over-analyzing is that I look to
deeply into the words and the script for the clues that my body may already be telling me, or I
miss an impulse to act on a feeling because I am to caught up reading into everything. I need to
read, and then play, not read and concentrate. We are doing a “play” after all, not a “work”. It is
my hope that I can allow myself to play more, and thereby overcome this weakness.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Statement of Purpose
In this thesis, I hope to illustrate the process in which I used to transform the character of
Professor Muller from words on a page into a living person on the stage. In heading down this
road, I am not only looking at my script, my director, and the people around me for clues into the
psyche of Muller, but I am also relying on my senses, experiences and emotions to help bring
forth revelations. Sanford Meisner’s definition of acting is “living truthfully under imaginary
circumstances.”1 The “imaginary” comes from many sources, but it all has to be told truthfully
by me.
I am approaching this role from a new perspective. I am choosing not to do any
prescriptive research (on the play itself and its history – I will save that for after the
performances), but allowing the process of rehearsal to give me ideas to play with, and from
there taking those ideas and allowing my head to intervene as I explore them away from the
theatre. I am not looking to prepare a historical archive on the play and the author, or delve into
how the play had an effect on the social settings around it. However, I am exploring the ways in
which my training can be applied to this process. What did I learn from this? Was I successful?
These are the questions that are leading me through my process.

General Information

The Visit was the first show in the spring semester of 2005. The performance was slated
for the end of February. The auditions for this show were in January, at the beginning of the
semester. I was actually called back for two shows other than The Visit, A Chorus Line and

1 Meisner, Sanford. On Acting. Vintage Books: New York, 1987. Page 15.
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Scapin. I had read all of the shows, and although I was interested in The Visit, I honestly thought
Scapin would be much more fun to perform because of the Commedia Dell'arte aspects. I went
through all three call backs, and I was truly excited because I felt that I had really prepared well
for them. I thought I had a real chance at being in either Scapin or The Visit. Of course, if you
read the title of this thesis, then you know my name appeared on the cast list of The Visit, and
thus this project began.
When we first came to the reading of The Visit, we learned that we would really be doing
highlights from The Visit, with some of the scenes switched around. It did help the play to move
along. With all of our cuts, the play still ran 2 hours and 20 minutes or so. Rehearsal process
was truncated because of the start of the semester and working around the many conflicts that
occur during the spring semester. The spring is conference time, and all in all, there were only 3
rehearsals total in which every single cast member was present.
This play was plagued by scheduling conflicts, sickness, and replacements. We
thankfully had an all-purpose understudy to stand in for all of our many conflicts, and due to an
onslaught of mononucleosis in the cast, she replaced one of the girls who fell ill. I actually stayed
well until the last three performances, and I fell under the influence of a very bad cold. I did
make it through all the performances even though I all but lost my voice. I think that the setting
of the play had a deep impact on all of us, mentally and physically, living in a world of no hope
and extreme malice for weeks on end. I know that it took me a few days after the show ended to
really get back on my feet, and I really appreciated smiling, and the feeling of lightness and
happiness. This show was quite an experience to go through, and it was not just the script that
made it so dark, but all of the factors that seemed to be set on not allowing us to get the play off
the ground. When we finally opened, I felt I could relax a little. However, I cannot honestly say
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that this show was fun. It was dark. It was jarring. It was bleak and betraying. Quite simply, it
was a journey into the heart of German Expressionism.

3

CHAPTER 2: DURRENMATT – A BRIEF BIOGRAPHY

Friedrich Durrenmatt was born on January 5, 1921 in the small village of Konolfingen,
Switzerland to Reinhold and Hulda Durrenmatt. His father was a Protestant minister, and his
mother was a devoted Christian, who taught Sunday school at the church. She told all who would
listen, as an example of what prayer can do, that the good fortune of her family was in answer to
all of her prayers. 1 The couple had been childless for twelve years, during which they adopted a
little girl. Soon after the adoption, Friedrich was born, followed by a sister in 1924, Vroni. 2 He
lived with his family in Konolfingen in a large three story home. There were extra rooms in the
house, and consequently there were different boarders and guests constantly living or visiting
there, some of which inspired young Friedrich. His love of astronomy came from a teacher who
lived there for a short time, and his interest in painting also came from guests who were visiting
his father. 3
While living in Konolfingen, Durrenmatt attended primary school, and then transferred to
secondary school in the next town, Grosshochstetten. His school years were not easy for him, his
marks were not high at all, and being the child of a minister seemed to work against him. His
parents, both scholars, expected much out of him, and so did his teachers. The children there did
not like him very much because he got so much extra attention. Yet, he enjoyed the town in his
imagination, where the books he read could come to life in the meadows, farms and forests
around him. 4
1
2
3
4

Crockett, Roger A. Understanding Friedrich Durrenmatt. UP South Carolina: Columbia, 1998. Page 2.
Whitton, Kenneth S. The Theatre of Friedrich Durrenmatt. Oswald Wolff: London, 1980. Page 10.
Understanding Friedrich Durrenmatt. Page 2.
Understanding Friedrich Durrenmatt. Page 2.
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When Friedrich was 14, his father was offered a post in Bern, and he accepted it, moving
his family there. Friedrich did poorly at the same Christian Preparatory school where his parents
had studied. He had to transfer less than a year later to a private school, but school was fast
losing its appeal for the young man. Soon thereafter, he left school altogether. He spent his days
wandering through the cafes talking to painters and artists of all sorts, reading the works of
Lessing, Nietzsche, Wieland, and Hebbel. His uncle had connections with the Stadttheater there,
but Friedrich’s niche in theatre was not sparked as of yet. 5 He was miserable in this Bern, not
having a place where he fit in and feeling the constant pressure from his family. His father
wanted him to follow in his footsteps as a minister. Unlike his father, however, Friedrich was
disillusioned by the thoughts of God. He did not carry the same beliefs as his parents, instead
thinking of God as a negligent being. This thought would develop and spill over into many of his
early works, and continue in one form or another throughout his career. He felt as though he was
“delivered to faith” instead of being allowed to experience faith, and was confused by the
thoughts of a God that would allow the injustices that WWII brought to Europe to happen. 6
Durrenmatt decided to study art and become a painter. His family accepted the decision,
glad that he found something that he could do well, yet at the same time, disappointed that he
was not more successful in school. Upon passing his exams, Durrenmatt enrolled in the art
academy in Bern. His paintings did not conform to what the school wanted to produce - they
living in the world of impressionism and Friedrich inspired by expressionism. Not surprisingly,
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Understanding Friedrich Durrenmatt. Page 2.
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Tiusanen, Timo. Durrenmatt: A Study in Plays, Prose, Theory. Princeton UP, Princeton. Page 10. “If there is a
God, how could He permit World War II? What kind of justice is administered by God? The image of a cruel,
torturing God is clearly recognizable in Durrenmatt’s early writings. As a Swiss citizen sensitive to what happened
in all of Europe, Durrenmatt also developed a typical guilt complex–for having been saved, for having ‘endured
peace.’ ” This is a philosophical conundrum called “the problem of evil.”
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he left the art academy, after being told to “go back and learn how to sketch apples.” 7 He went to
the University of Bern and studied German literature for a couple of semesters before having a
short career in the military in 1942. His eyesight, not up to standards, kept him from going any
further than basic training, and instead he made dog tags for Swiss soldiers, in case Hitler
decided he wanted to invade the neutral Switzerland. He returned to school, this time at the
University of Zurich, not really studying at school, but spending far more time at many of the
artist cafes and meeting Walter Jonas, an important expressionist painter. Durrenmatt’s painting
improved while he was in this circle, and he tried to write his first comedy, unsuccessfully. It is
possible that this period of his life, right before his health forced him to return home, is the spark
that ignited the creativity inside of Durrenmatt. 8
Upon his return to Bern, he went back to school, studying philosophy and writing more
and more. He read Hegel, Kant, Kierkegaard, Heidegger, and others over the course of three
years, determining that he wanted to be a writer. Instead of finishing school, however, he wrote
his first play in 1946, Es steht geschrieben (It is Written), and never went back to the University
of Bern. It launched his tumultuous career in writing. In this same year, he met Lotti Geissler,
and married her in October of 1946. She was an actress, performing at the Stadttheater in Basel,
and they moved there into a small room. The following year, Friedrich’s first child was born, a
son, Peter, and his play It is Written was discovered and produced somewhat successfully. It won
the Drama Prize of the Welti Foundation, and proved to Durrenmatt that he could succeed in
play writing. 9 The next few years would bring along 2 more children, daughters Barbara (1948)
7

Understanding Friedrich Durrenmatt. Page 3.
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Durrenmatt: A Study in Plays, Prose, Theory. “His efforts as a painter were doubtless important to the would-be
playwright: he grew used to thinking in pictures, to seeing his scenes on stage.” Page 4.
9

Understanding Friedrich Durrenmatt. Page 5.
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and Ruth (1951), and a few more successes - first, as a playwright with Der Blinde (The Blind
Man) along with his radio plays, and then works of fiction. Such moderate successes were not
enough to sustain the family in Basel, however, and they moved to Schernelz on Lake Biel to
live with Lotti’s mother. 10 Durrenmatt had his first major hit with Romulus der Grosse (Romulus
the Great), premiering in Basel on April 23, 1949. He supplemented his income with a
serialized detective novel that appeared in a weekly magazine and was wildly popular. He wrote
a sequel to it that was published in the same fashion. The first, Der Richer und sein Henker (The
Judge and his Hangman) is still his best selling fiction work today. 11
In 1951, after the birth of his daughter Ruth, the family moved to Lake Neuchatel. He
would live there for the rest of his life. In 1952, Die Ehe des Herrn Mississippi (The Marriage of
Mr. Mississippi) became the first play of his to premiere outside of Switzerland. It opened in
Munich and launched Durrenmatt to international success. His next play, Ein Engel kommt nach
Babylon (An Angel Comes to Babylon) was not successful, sending Durrenmatt back to fiction.
His time off of from theatre served him well, for when he returned to the stage in Zurich in 1956,
Der Besuch der alten Dame (The Visit, or The Visit of the Old Lady) proved that the playwright
had indeed chosen the correct profession. The Visit was the most successful play of Durrenmatt’s
career and launched him into international fame. The play was translated into 25 languages, and
was directed with smashing success by Peter Brook on Broadway and winning the New York
Drama Critic’s Award for 1958. 12
It is here that Durrenmatt would really enjoy his last true success. He would have other
10

Knapp, Gerhard P. University of Utah. “Friedrich Durrenmatt.” The Literary Encyclopedia. 19 March 2004. The
Literary Dictionary Company. 2 March 2006. <http://www.litencyc.com/php/speople.php?rec=true&UID =1114>>
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Understanding Friedrich Durrenmatt. Page 6.
Understanding Friedrich Durrenmatt. Page 7.
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mildly successful plays and prose works, but The Visit was his only international hit. Timo
Tiusanen in Durrenmatt: A Study in Plays, Prose, Theory says:
Both books and writers have their fates. Friedrich Durrenmatt rose like a
comet above Swiss, German, European and world-wide theatrical horizons
in the late 1950's. After The Visit he had to face something we might call
“the curse of the second hit.” Expectations are high...This is a curse
Tennessee Williams, Arthur Miller and Edward Albee also had to face:
what to write after a masterpiece, after The Glass Menagerie, The Death of
A Salesman, or Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? Durrenmatt and Albee
chose to write flops; the other two playwrights mentioned had better
luck. 13

Durrenmatt continued to have luck with radio plays, prose works, and even some movie scripts,
but his next play, an Opera, was a dismal failure. He took some time off from the theatre again,
but his other works brought him accolades, winning the Blind War Veterans’ Prize and the
Tribune de Lausanne for the radio play Die Panne (The Breakdown), the Prix d’Italia for another
radio play - Abendstunde im Spatherbst (An Evening in Late Autumn), the Schiller Prize of the
City of Mannheim in 1959 and the Grand Prize of the Swiss Schiller Foundation. 14
Durrenmatt’s next strong success was with Die Physiker (The Physicist) in 1969. It was
his second most successful play of his career. His next play was another failure. During this time,
however, with the successes of The Visit and The Physicist, “Durrenmatt became the first
German playwright after Brecht to be staged and discussed both in the Soviet Union and in the
13
14

Page 255
Understanding Friedrich Durrenmatt. Page 8.
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United States.” 15 In fact, he made two trips to the USSR to tour the country, discuss his plays
and attend conferences. He became more politically involved, supporting Israel during the Six
Day and Yom Kippur Wars, including in speeches his thoughts about neutral Switzerland (not
favorable), and criticizing capitalism and communism. He had one other sort of successful play
during this time, Der Meteor (The Meteor) in 1966.
Durrenmatt went on to do adaptations of plays from Shakespeare, Goethe, Buchner and
Strindberg. In 1969, he resigned the post of director of the Stadttheater after holding it for less
than a year due to personal difficulties with his colleagues and because he suffered a serious
heart attack. It left him “disillusioned about the state of theatre in Switzerland.” 16 After
recovering, he went to the United States where he was awarded with his first honorary doctorate
at Temple University; several more would follow from different Universities - including the
University of Nice and Hebrew University in Jerusalem. By the 1980’s, Durrenmatt had pretty
much given up writing plays (with the exception of radio plays) and had turned to fiction, until
1982 when he began Achterloo (Waterloo). It was during this project that his wife, Lotti, died.
Durrenmatt worked even harder on the play and dedicated it to her memory. It was not terribly
successful and Durrenmatt said it was his last bid on theatre - this medium had passed him by. 17
However, during the course of the play, a woman named Charlotte Kerr entered Durrenmatt’s
life. Fascinated by him and wanting to do a documentary on him, she attended the premiere and
told him her thoughts on the play. He married her some 8 months later on May 8, 1984.
Charlotte Kerr continued to work with Durrenmatt on his writings for the rest of their

15
16
17

Demetz, Peter. Postwar German Literature. Pegasus: New York, 1970. Page 148.
Understanding Friedrich Durrenmatt. Page 11.
Understanding Friedrich Durrenmatt. Page 13.
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marriage. He had another creative burst with her collaboration and won several literary awards,
including the Austrian National Prize for Literature, the Prix Alexi Tolstoi, and the Ernst-Robert
Curtius Prize for Essay Writing. He was invited as the guest of honor of a performance of
Achterloo IV in Prague on January 5, 1991. On December 14, 1990, Friedrich Durrenmatt had
another heart attack, and died at his home in Neuchatel. Durrenmatt’s works continue to be read
and performed to this day. The strength of his writing is preserved in his best works, which keep
him with us every time his plays are performed or his stories or essays read. His immortality
resides in that “Durrenmatt [possesses] three outstanding traits, humor, purpose, and the ability
to give literary expression to both.” 18

18

Fickert, Kurt J. To Heaven and Back: The New Morality in the Plays of Friedrich Durrenmatt. UP Kentucky:
Lexington, 1972. Page 11.
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CHAPTER 3: PLOT SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF THE VISIT
The Visit, by Friedrich Durrenmatt delves into the inner sanctums of the world of greed.
This play dredges up some of the best and worst examples of human behavior in a story that is as
shocking as it is relevant. Durrenmatt wrote the play after World War II as a sort of commentary
on the relationship between Switzerland and Germany. The Swiss remained neutral during the
war, but in that neutrality did nothing to prevent the horrors that occurred. Perhaps this left a
bitter taste in some mouths as Hitler continued his death march across Europe, and contributed to
Durrenmatt’s need to write a play such as this. The play is based on a story he wrote, which
hardly gained attention, but is so changed in its dramatic version that it bears no matter on the
play itself, except as inspiration. This play, and the story that it tells are quite frightening, in
their own right. The end should leave the audience questioning their own limits, their own price.
In deconstructing the structure and meaning of the play, the imperative questions to ask are what
story the play is telling and what style in which it is being told.
Act One
In looking at The Visit 1 , the story begins as one of hope. The opening scene reveals a
desolate town that has been working to the bone to make ends meet. The town, Gullen (meaning
manure in German), once a thriving village where Goethe once spent the night and Brahms
composed a quartet 2 , has lost everything that once contributed to its economic success. All is not
lost, however, because Claire Zachanassian is about to make her appearance in Gullen, her
birthplace that she left years ago. Claire, formerly Clara Wascher, and is now one of the richest
women in the world.
1

The Visit referred to in this text analysis is the script adapted by Maurice Valency, the translator of the play
performed at UCF. Any other translations referred to will be noted.
2

Page 7
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The efforts of the town of Gullen to get everything perfect for their guest of honor are sad
in its limitations, but wonderful in its hope. There is an odd dichotomy watching the town
brightly prepare for this visitor while they are at the same time acutely aware of the lack of
materials to properly prepare for a visitor of this stature. The Mayor, Teacher and Pastor are
tweaking the welcoming speech the Mayor intends to give. Their secret weapon is the town
shopkeeper, Anton Schill, who had a passionate affair with the widow Zachanassian when they
were young. Anton adds little bits and pieces into the speech to make it personal, to let Claire
know that the town welcomes and remembers her as a person rather than for the money she
might bestow on them. In the middle of the franticness of the preparation, Anton recalls the love
he and Claire shared, and the town breathes with hope - something that has been lost for years.
Everyone has a brief moment of happiness and celebration, and they tell Schill that he is going to
be the next Mayor.
The sound of a train whistle sends the townspeople into a flurry of activity. One of the
men, Hofbauer, reminds everyone that Claire’s train is not due for another few hours. The
townsfolk’s brief reprieve turns into frantic horror as they realize the train is grinding to a halt.
Out of the steam of the engine appears Claire Zachanassian in all her finery with her entourage. 3
The Station-Master is angry with the unscheduled stop, and begins a tirade which comes to an
abrupt end when he realizes that it was in fact Claire who pulled the emergency brake. A large
sum of money, some of which Claire gives to the Station-Master for his trouble, and the rest
donated to found the Railway Widow’s Relief Fund is handed over to quiet the man. The town
watches in awe the money is given away, as if it was nothing, and hope begins to flow anew.
Reality re-emerges when the town realizes that everything is not quite ready. The Teacher
3

Page 14-15
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and Pastor race off to complete preparations. In the meantime, Claire looks over the villagers and
sees Schill for the first time in years. She asks him to call her by her pet names, and reminds him
that he was her “black panther. You’re grey now, and soft.” 4 As Claire is introducing her soonto-be eighth husband to the town, the Teacher arrives, breathless, with the Mixed Choir in tow.
They sing a lovely song that is drowned out by the passing of the train. The introductions
commence. Claire seems to have a penchant for the morbid side, as she repeatedly offers some
comment about death to each new person she meets. A comment about killing someone for their
crime prompts the Pastor to inform her that capital punishment is outlawed. She simply suggests
this law can change. There is a moment of tension, broken up by stilted laughter. Anton reminds
the town of her “lovely” sense of humor. With dollar signs in their eyes, everyone laughs
heartily.
As Claire settles into the town, we meet others in her party. The presence of the two
strange blind men and the two prisoners that carry her sedan chair give us something to question
about this woman. Her luggage is brought up to the Golden Apostle (the best hotel in town) and
we see that everyone is a little unsettled by the arrival of Claire Zachanassian. The Teacher in
particular remarks that she felt a warning at Claire’s presence, and the Mayor and Policeman
agree. However, they all fill their cups and join in the celebration of welcoming Claire, agreeing
that in the end, the money is worth laughing at her strange little jokes. As they talk this over,
Anton and Claire are having their own little reunion in the forest - one of their favorite places as
young lovers. Anton tells Claire he never stopped caring for her and she seems to just pass it off.
She allows herself to be buttered up for the money, and lets Anton know that she plans on
helping out her poor hometown. We also see that Claire is no longer the little Clara the town
4

Page 17. This mention of pet names is important for the audience to hear, so that they realize the reference of the
black panther that Claire brings with her to the town, and is a foreshadowing of what will happen.
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knew long ago. Her first husband rescued her from a whorehouse, made her his wife, taught her
to enjoy cigars and died – leaving her all his money. Her leg and hand are not real - they were
crushed and broken in a couple of different accidents, and she altogether presents an image of
ghastly survival. As the somewhat uncomfortable conversation comes to a close, Claire’s fiancé
and the two blind men appear and the scene ends. It is time for the welcoming ceremony. Claire
is welcomed by the Mayor, but the speech does not go as planned. The Mayor makes mistakes calling her a golden-haired child (she is a redhead), reminding the town of her wonderful
scholastic accomplishments (there were not any real achievements) and recalled a story of
Claire’s generosity towards the poor (a story Anton provided that was not quite factual). 5 Claire
takes all this in stride, however, and thanks the Mayor and the town. She then tells her real story,
the girl who was in love with Anton, who gave the potatoes to the widow so they could sleep
together in a real bed, and who was left alone in the end with a child along the way. Claire
describes how the court of Gullen decided to throw out her paternity suit. Schill bribed two men
with a bottle of Schnapps to say they too had been with Clara and the paternity could therefore
not be determined. Schill left her unmarried and pregnant and as a result, Clara was forced out of
town. From there, her life followed a long string of tragedies. She had to give up her child, who
later died, she became a whore for survival, and she vowed revenge on the town and man that
destroyed her life. Zachanassian, a rich suitor, married Claire and passed his wealth on to her at
his death. She remarried several more times, each time amassing more wealth. Now she has
brought back the judge, Chief Magistrate Hoffer (now the desexualized Bobby); the two
witnesses, Jacob Hueblein and Ludwig Sparr (the two castrated blind men) originally bribed by
Schill; the defendant (Anton Schill) and the jury (the town) for a new trial. Justice must be paid,
5

Page 32-33.
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and for the sum of one billion dollars, “500 million to the town, 500 million to be divided up per
capita among the citizens” 6 , Claire wants the life of Anton Schill. The offer, of course is
rejected. Claire’s ominous, “I can wait.”, sets the stage for the possibility of murder. 7
Act Two
The second Act brings the possibility of foul play looming closer, bit by bit. All of a
sudden, almost everyone in the town begins buying things from Anton’s store on credit. When
Anton asks how they plan on paying off the lines credit, almost everyone seems to have the reply
that once Claire realizes how ridiculous her call for Anton’s life is, she will inevitably give the
town the money. None of the townspeople actually believe that Claire intends to have Anton
murdered. In the meantime, Claire announces she will be marrying her fiancé in the town
Cathedral - the dream wedding she always wanted (presumably with Schill). As Schill gets more
agitated about the amount of debt the town is amassing, he goes to see the Police Chief. He
demands Claire’s arrest on the charge of incitement to murder. The Police Chief laughs at Schill,
and tells him that Claire’s offer will never be accepted, and she cannot possibly be serious
because she has offered way too much money for his life. He believes it to be a horrible joke. He
tells Schill not to worry, if anyone lifts a finger to harm Schill, the Police are there for his
protection. Schill notices the new gold tooth in the policeman’s mouth and knows that he has no
ally here.
The news comes in to the police station that Claire’s panther has escaped. The decision
that it must be hunted down is made. Schill knows that it is he they are hunting - not the panther,
but the townsfolk refuse to believe it. As the search for panther goes on, the Mayor informs
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Schill that Schill will not be elected as the new mayor. His treatment of Claire long ago has
called his morals into question. Schill knows this is setting the stage for his murder, yet no one is
quite willing to do it just yet. The Pastor recognizes what is happening and all but given Schill
his last rights. He urges Schill to leave town immediately to save himself.
The panther’s death at the hands of the townsfolk foretells Schill’s own demise. Schill
begins his own hunt - for Claire. He confronts her, and she gently reminds him of the day they
met under a balcony, reciting the story of how the roads of destiny have led them to this place.
There is no escape from this death 8 . As she talks, Schill lowers the gun and the Pastor emerges to
take the gun away from Schill and takes him off stage. The Teacher leads two girls in an eerie
song, mourning the death of Claire’s panther.
Schill decides to take the advice of the Pastor and tries to leave town. The town turns up
to send him off, giving him handshakes and circling him while saying goodbye, and Schill
misses the train. Anton’s fears turn into a reality – his fate is sealed. As he goes home, he knows
what is going to happen.
The final act of The Visit leads down an unfamiliar path, though we all seem to know the
ultimate and final destination. The Teacher and Doctor go to see Claire in a last ditch effort to
entice her to loan the money the town needs. Claire refuses, but triumphantly admits the town
has failed because of her. Over the years, she bought up the town piece by piece, and caused it to
fail; setting up the town for Claire’s so called justice.
The Teacher takes it upon herself to save Schill, knowing that Claire is so insane with
hate that she would go so far as to manipulate an entire town. She wants to go public with the
story, and let the reporters know what Claire has asked. Unfortunately, the town prevents her
8
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from saying anything, ignoring the Teacher’s lesson, and they never learn that Claire has set
them up. The Teacher stops her tirade at Schill’s request, and buys a bottle of brandy on credit.
Schill tries to say a proper goodbye to his children, but his wife has decided to take them
out today so they do not have to witness the upcoming murder. A hug and a see-you-later is all
he gets, but the family knows what is looming on the horizon.
Elsewhere, Claire’s wedding is wrapping up, and reporters are clamoring for information
on Claire and the Mayor sets up a sort of press conference that will be held in honor of her gift to
the town. The vote to decide Schill’s fate has been carefully orchestrated to happen in front of
the reporters. As he prepares for his demise, he goes back to the places in the town that he has
fond memories of, and sees Claire. They have a touching scene where Claire reveals to Anton
that her love for him is ever-present, but has changed to something dark and deadly. She tells
him he shall not be alone in death, that she will take his body with her and he will rest facing the
sea where she can look upon him every day.
Back at the “trial”, the Teacher tries again to save Anton, and although her words must
evoke a measure of guilt from all involved, especially the Pastor, she is forced back into her seat
and the town accepts Claire’s offer. Everyone encircles Schill, hands raised (with the exception
of the Teacher - she does not raise her hand to Schill) and he is declared dead by the Doctor and
the town - “Heart failure...died of joy”. 9
Claire has Schill placed in the coffin and then put on the train. She then hands over the
check and departs the town, leaving it to stand and watch as her train disappear in the darkness.
The viewer hopes in this closing scene that the townsfolk wonder what terrible act to which they
have been accomplice.
9
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This story can be told in a variety of ways, much of which depends on the translation
chosen. In the translation reviewed by this author, however, the words used are not heightened,
as in others; the descriptions are not as flowery and poetic and at times, the dialogue comes
across as natural dialogue - not written dreamy words. In some of the other translations read, the
dialogue is not natural, but rather very forced. This causes the images depicted by the story to
appear so embellished that the story loses the simplistic meaning. But what is the meaning of this
play? What kind of play is this? To answer these questions, we must break down the components
of the play.
Determining who the protagonist in this play is not an easy task. It is possible that Claire
is, with her arrival to the town, and setting into motion the events that begin the story. However,
it is unlikely since, in looking at her and who she is (and also the things she is proposing to the
town) she comes across as a sort of foil, or almost antithesis of the morals of Gullen in the
beginning. Anton could also be our protagonist, because he is the hero for which we are
cheering. We understand that he made some poor choices in his life, but it is doubtful that there
is a single audience member cheering his death in the end. Indeed, we are much more likely to
view him as the protagonist of the play until we look and see that even though the story revolves
around Schill and what is to become of him, he has no say in the decision. If we accept that the
definition of a protagonist is an advocate or champion of a cause or idea 10 then Anton Schill does
not live up to the definition
In this internal character conflict, this play strikes a chord in the Greek drama genre. The
manner in which the town interacts within the play and with the audience is reminiscent of a
Greek Chorus. As such, the town of Gullen, as one character, clearly stands out to be the
10
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protagonist of this play. They drive the action, they are set up by the antagonist, and the events
that follow are totally within their control – only they have the power to change the future. Claire
cannot be bothered with the details of what happens - she drives forward in her desire that Anton
die. She has controlled the town until now. She has planted the seed, watered it, and now that
seed grows into a killer. Claire is victorious in her goal, but it is the town that bears the guilt of
what has been done. As other commentators have noted:
This internal evidence identifies the town of Gullen rather than [Schill] as
the chief protagonist. If Claire had merely wanted [Schill’s] death for
personal revenge, she could have easily found less elaborate means than
the complete impoverishment of the town. 11

It is an interesting circle, therefore, that happens in this little town. The original injustice caused
to Claire by the lies of one man and the bribe of one bottle of Schnapps has turned upon itself.
The town that succumbed to the lie is now going to kill the man – per Claire’s bribe of one
billion dollars. Claire is not without fault here, but neither is Anton. However, the town carries
the burden of the guilt throughout. First, they rejected Clara in the outcome of her case when
they all knew of the affair between Anton and Clara, and second, for the death of Anton so many
years later. 12
The Mayor is like Pontius Pilate trying to wash his – and the town’s – hands of the blame
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and tries to get Anton to take his own life. He claims Anton would be taking the path of honor 13 ,
but Anton sees through the lie and puts his own curse on the town by telling the Mayor:
You’ve put me through hell, you and your town. You were my friend, you
smiled and reassured me. But day by day I watched you change – your
shoes, your ties, your suits – your hearts. If you had been honest with me
then perhaps I would feel differently towards you now. I might even use
that gun you brought me. For the sake of my friends. But now I have
conquered my fear. Alone. It was hard but it’s done. And now you will
have to judge me. And I will accept your judgment. For me that will be
justice. How it will be for you, I don’t know. (He turns away) You may
kill me if you like. I won’t complain, I won’t protest, I won’t defend
myself. But I won’t do your job for you either. 14

The town is acting as one - and as such, in my mind, the protagonist. The controversial and
unusual nature of such a protagonist is perhaps one of the most alluring features of this play.

After deciding who is who in this play, the structure also becomes important. Is it a
comedy? Is it a tragedy? A drama? Surprisingly, there are vastly differing opinions on how to
categorize the play. Durrenmatt himself calls it “eine tragische Komodie (a tragic comedy)”. 15

13
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So, therefore in his mind, it must be a tragicomedy. It is tragic, right? And comedic, too (but
where?). It must be a tragicomedy, or there would be no argument. In looking further at the
definition that Durrenmatt gives his play, we must look at what defines a tragedy, what defines a
comedy, and why the play cannot be confined to either of the two labels. It is labeled “a Drama
in Three Acts” by Samuel French, Inc., and that may be the easiest way to classify it, but where
is the fun and argument in easy? 16
A tragedy, in dramatic terms, consist of a character who has a tragic flaw, evokes a
catharsis (purging of pity and/or fear) from the audience, and whose fate is really not controlled
on his own, but is a result of the chain of events the gods have set into motion. The first problem
in classifying this as a tragedy is the use of the town as a Chorus. In a tragedy, the Chorus
comments on the tragic flaw of the hero, they are not the hero that is tragically flawed. But, if we
set that aside for a moment, and look at the Gulleners then it is possible that their tragic flaw is
believing that Claire would have to wait forever. By agreeing with the Mayor that they would
never kill Schill, they set themselves up for failure. It is also tragic in looking at the fact that
there is a price on Schill. For the amount of one billion dollars, the town is not buying freedom
from economic hardship nor is it buying back what it lost because of Claire’s actions. It is selling
“its soul for money.” 17
There is a plausibility for the tragic flaw, however slight it may be, but there is no
question that there is no such presence of a god or goddess controlling this town. However, in
looking at the text, it may be possible to view Claire as the “goddess” that controls the town. She
is constantly overlooking the town and is the scorned party that seeks revenge (a very Hera-like
16
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quality). The Teacher refers to her as “a fury descending upon us, beating its black wings” 18 , or
from another translation, “Like one of the fates; she made me think of an avenging Greek
goddess. Her name shouldn’t be Claire; it should be Clotho. I could suspect her of spinning
destiny’s webs for herself.” 19 She is like a goddess – indestructible, as we are told, with her
incredible stories of survival. In other texts, she is held together by prosthetic parts, and an ivory
hand. The use of these images give the illusion that she is one of the dues ex machina from the
Greek tragedies, but keep in mind that it is just that - an image. However god-like she may
appear, Claire Zachanassian is a mortal. The cause of her fury is man made, not a string pulled
by another god. It is a love misplaced, as she tells Anton, and her revenge is self driven. 20
We have determined that the tragic flaw and the force of the gods are not supported
completely, but there are definite characteristics that place them in both areas. Now, for the
question of catharsis. Does this script evoke pity, or fear? Absolutely. When written, the show
could not get a footing in the English speaking world because audiences would not stand for
what happened to Anton. The critics bashed the show, people walked out and tours were
cancelled before they began. Only after a series of re-writes and new translations was it really
accepted on Broadway. But in looking at the initial reactions of the script, it must be at least
questioned why people were so outraged by the death of Anton. Keeping in mind that this is
post-war Europe and America, and most of Europe is embroiled in an economic crisis due to the
intense bombings and invasions of WWII, the real reason, I posit, is because they saw something
18
19
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of the town, Claire or Anton in themselves. The director of this show at UCF asked the audience,
in his playbill notes:
What do you, the audience, think of the choices the three characters
[Anton, The Town, Claire] make? But before you answer, ask yourself
this: In the past, have you ever done something hurtful to someone that
you regret? In the past, has someone done something so hurtful to you that
it cannot be forgotten? Have you ever done anything detrimental to
another person to promote yourself, even if what you gained was achieved
by your silence? None of us would like to think we would make the
choices that occur in The Visit. But in some small scale, haven’t we
already? 21 So, it is evident that a catharsis does indeed happen in this
play, in some way.

We do not have a tragedy completely, but we do have characteristics of one, so the first
part of the tragicomedy is holding true. Because this play is not a tragedy through and through,
we now must look for the comedic aspects of this show. In a comedy, there are usually things
that make the audience laugh or appear ironic, and a comedy also has a light-hearted ending.
Does this show qualify for any of these factors? At first glance, you might think that there is not
really anything funny in or about this play. However, careful inspection and audience reaction
reveal that some humor has found its way into the play. Claire asking her little death questions,
and making comments about dying comes across as a strange dark humor, particularly after
Anton has told us that she has quite a sense of humor. The actors begin the laughter at these
“jokes,” but the audience soon picks it up and goes with it. Also, Claire’s somewhat idiot fiancé
21
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lends himself to comic relief, in his failing hopes to catch a big fish and his doting qualities.
There is also the bit of the switching of the hats between the Mayor and Pastor – there is only
one and they have to share – that the audience finds quite humorous. The drowning out of both
the Mayor with his speech and the singing of the Mixed Choir by the trains is also comedic in
nature. The elements for the light-heartedness, but especially the ironies in the situation of the
townsfolk of Gullen are written into this play intentionally, with a particularly dark eye to the
absurdly ironic. Even the premise of the play itself is so ridiculous that it comes across as an
absurd comedy at first. The Visit has been called “the bitterest comedy ever written”, but like we
previously discussed with tragedy, comedic elements do not necessarily make up a full
comedy. 22
Irony is employed through the use of the desexualized figures that Claire brings into the
town. These characters are so ridiculous that we have to stop and laugh for a moment, even if the
laughter is uncomfortable. The situation of these blind, castrated men playing about the town like
boys, along with the stiff butler and two prisoners that are so accommodating to Claire after the
horrors that she must have put them through is not right. But the way they follow her like lap
dogs, jumping for their bits of chicken and enamored by fishing might make us smile from time
to time, enjoying their moments of child-like wonder at the world in which they live. It is an
irony that these characters have these moments. 23 More ironic is the theme by which Claire,
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having been ruined by a trial, would choose to put the town through its own sort of trial. At the
end of Act One, the information, akin to a deposition or grand jury indictment carries the trial
feel to the last act where the jury (the town) has decided the fate of the defendant. 24
There is not a happy ending for the town of Gullen, but there might be one for Anton
Schill. His death, at the hands of his town, has afforded him a measure of respect and peace that
he had lost when it was revealed that he lied about the paternity of Claire’s child. So his death,
while condemning the members of the town, is not in vain for himself. His death however,
cannot be considered a happy ending. Claire’s victory does not make her happy either, but I think
it provides closure for her. However, the guilt is not gone, but merely transformed. It opens the
door on the town, for one day, their own version of Claire may come calling – demanding the
town’s head on a silver platter.
In looking at the elements of tragedy and comedy, there are significant portions of both
styles present in this play. Because neither of the styles are completely true for The Visit, and it is
a mixture of both, it does make sense that it is best labeled a tragicomedy. I believe it is more
correct to label it a tragicomedy, rather than a comitragedy (as one source labels it) because the
tragic overtones in this play are more present and pervasive than the comic. It is a play that
should strike at the heart of the audience and cause them to think, not smile at each other and
laugh about the characters’ situations. As I mentioned before, the script is labeled a drama, and it
is because of Schill.
[Shill’s] death has meaning in the sense that it allows him to grow into a
plot is paradoxical ‘when it has been thought through to the end’.” Page 536.
24
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mature and responsible individual. The inner harmony that he finds after
the climactic scene at the train station [end of Act 2] makes him
invulnerable to further tribulations. For this reason, he refuses to defend
himself and meets his death in the heroic fashion of nineteenth century
drama. 25

The complexity of the style is intriguing and the story is compelling. The story, beginning
as a commentary on the Swiss involvement in the war, has long passed the initial relevancy - and
yet, stays relevant for much different reasons today. Many places, events, people and times have
their own “Claire,” a vengefully wronged and forgotten truth that we would rather shun than
acknowledge. For example, as I write this paper, it has been six months since Hurricane Katrina
destroyed the Mississippi and Louisiana coastlines. Wealthy New Orleans has received a lot of
attention, but some of the smaller communities - The Ninth Ward, LA; Pass Christian, MS - are
still bereft and without a lot of economic help. Will one of these townspeople one day become a
Claire? Or if a Claire walked into the town, would they choose the dark road? It is an interesting
question.
The reality of the situation of The Visit might be questionable. Of course, we would all
like to think that we would make the choice not to murder someone, but the possibility that we
all have a price is ever present. This possibility is the reason that this play will continue to be
produced, and continue to affect audiences for many decades to come.
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CHAPTER 4: DIRECTOR’S CONCEPT

Mark Brotherton had an interesting concept of The Visit that he took in with him to the
rehearsals. After looking through all of the research, and reading the play (as well as watching
rehearsal night after night), I think his simple explanation of his approach is the best way to look
at this play.
This play is a love story. 1
I wanted to put the quote on its own line because it is possible that this reasoning might never be
reached by most people. Yes, the story is driven by the love-gone-bad between Claire and Anton,
but how can the murder of a man be justified in such a manner?
Mr. Brotherton wanted the audience to think about whether the killing was justified or
not justified at all. He believed the only way to do this was to approach it from the perspective of
love. Had Claire not loved Anton as much as she did, would she have felt the need for such
powerful revenge? Had Claire not loved the daughter she birthed, and grieved at her death,
would she have felt the need to gobble up the town of Gullen and force it to her will? I do not
think so. If we look at one passage spoken by Claire, love is very evident through the decisions
made in this play:
Your love for me died years ago, Anton. But my love for you would not
die. It turned into something strong like the hidden roots of the forest,
something evil like white mushrooms that grow unseen in the darkness.
And slowly it reached out for your life. Now I have you. You are mine.
Alone. At last, and forever, a peaceful ghost in a silent house...Adieu,

1
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Anton. 2
Mr. Brotherton also chose to stage this scene in the middle of the final trial of Anton’s life, and it
was done in front of all the “jurors” that would soon decide his fate. The lights went down on the
townspeople, but Mr. Brotherton chose to highlight Claire’s feelings through intimate lighting
around Schill and Claire. During this scene, the audience finds out that she does love Schill, in
her own twisted way.
When we talked about the ideas for staging this, Mr. Brotherton said that he and Vandy
Wood (the scenic and lighting designer) discussed that this play had to take place in “any time.”
There were no props or costumes to define a particular year, date or decade, it was simply a town
“where the trains had stopped running”. 3 This play could happen anywhere in the world. They
wanted to make the stage look old, worn out and cluttered with unused or broken bits of things
that could then be turned and moved and used to create other scenes. Mr. Brotherton did not
want to have separate scenes for each place; he wanted all of the action to occur in one place with a few changes to the background to establish a new place. In looking at the stage when it
was assembled, grey permeated everything. Its harsh angles and deep shadows gave the set a
distinctly German Expressionism feel. However, Mr. Brotherton said that was not in his plans - it
just happened to turn out looking that way. It is interesting, because many scholars have
commented on the overtones of Expressionism in this play, and Mr. Brotherton was not
necessarily going in that direction, but did not mind it when it appeared as such.
The costumes were very important to Mr. Brotherton. The look of the townspeople and
Claire’s entourage had to be extremely different. He wanted the townspeople in old, grubby,
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drabby clothes that had obviously been mended. The colors needed to be as grey as the set, so
that as townspeople started to turn against Anton, the red pieces added would show brightly. He
chose the red color to represent the fact that “everyone had put their hand in blood.” 4 He had
everybody, except for the Teacher, add some sort of red to their costume. When I asked him why
he chose to keep the Teacher innocent of the killing, he told me that the Teacher was the one
who planted the seeds of guilt in the mind of the townspeople. She does not make them feel
guilty, but she is the medium by which the knowledge of their own guilt arrives. 5 She sees the
futility of argument, and she knows that Schill has given up.
The last question I asked him about his choices in directing this play was why he decided
to make the role of the teacher a female. Originally written as a 72 year old male, the change to a
30 something female seemed quite drastic. Mr. Brotherton said that being in education, he
wanted to give more females time on stage and he looked for characters he could make females
because there were several strong male roles. However, in looking at the first scene of Act Three,
when the teacher stands up to Claire - briefly though it may be - he said he thought it would be
an interesting dynamic to pit woman against woman. 6 I remember during rehearsals Mr.
Brotherton asking me to listen to Claire’s tale of leaving town as a pregnant, cold, hungry girl of
seventeen. As a woman, could I not relate to that? Is it more interesting for a woman to hear that
and fight back anyway, than a man to hear it and cannot sympathize in the same way? I think it
raised an important question, and gave me a lot of material with which to work.
Ultimately, Mr. Brotherton wanted the audience to experience the profound decision this
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town had to make. He wanted them to think about how poor they would have to be, and what
would have to be at stake for them to make this decision. He did not want this play to be about
greed alone, but more of the idea that “the needs of the many outweighed the needs of the few”,
or in this case, Anton’s need. 7

7
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CHAPTER 5: REHEARSAL AND PERFORMANCE JOURNAL
Saturday 15 January 2005

We did not actually do anything except go through the script, line by line, and cut it all
together so that we would be on the same page. Most of my cuts are gender specific, changing
“he” to “she” and so forth, but we are also getting rid of the repetitious nature of her words to
make her a stronger character. The semi-confrontation with Clara has become a real head-tohead confrontation. It is the only woman to woman argument that happens in this play. It is
interesting to see the shifts that are beginning to emerge within this character. The first act is so
frantic, really, for everyone, in getting ready for the visitors to arrive. The air crackles with
anticipation and nervousness that everything will not be perfect for the wealthy Claire
Zachanassian’s arrival. For my character, this act is the place where the Professor has her act
together in some places, especially in front of the Mayor, but there is definitely a layer of anxiety
that sits below the surface and it begins to break loose. It’s almost as if her perfect, tightly coiled
bun is working itself loose, one hairpin at a time, and there is nothing she can do about it. This
character is really wound so tight, I wonder if she has ever had a true moment of fun in her entire
life. Everything is so serious about her. Where are the places where she might actually smile
because she means it, and not because it is appropriate? What are the things that she thinks
about, in her own place that get her through the dark nights? Is there someone in her life that she
loves, or has there ever been? Is she lonely, or is she so wrapped up in her job and duty that there
is no time for loneliness? Does she actually have any friends, or are they all comrades in a town
trying to make it through poverty?
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Sunday, 16 January 2005

The set, Act One:

Block Act One. Wow. I really feel like I am the Mayor’s personal assistant or lap dog
right now. I seem to be running behind him and the Pastor for a great deal of the time. But it does
seem like the Mayor depends on the Professor for some sort of calming or soothing action and
strength. He looks to the people around him for all of the answers, or to rein his nonsense in.
But the one decision he really makes by himself is at the end of Act One, when he declines
Clara’s offer, but what else could he do? The whole town is sitting in front of him and we are all
appalled and disgusted by her request of murder for hire.
As we all get through this shocking revelation, and we are not to the “acting” part yet of
trying to pretend that we will not kill Anton Schill, I am looking at the relationship that the
Professor has with Anton, and she is so tender towards him sometimes. Could this be her spot of
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femininity? Where she lets down the hard, get-it-done wall and has allowed some sort of feeling
to come into her heart? She wants desperately to save this man. Would she fight this hard if it
were someone else in the town? She is absolutely a moral person. Everything in her would fight
against wrongful death - she considers herself, and she is, a well-educated woman. Cruelty is not
in her nature, but drive and ambition are. Would she compromise for anyone else who was not
Anton? I’m not sure. She risks her own life to save this man, although fails, but she may hold her
head up high and know she was forced into acquiescence. Yet, she could have fought harder, and
died in the process as well, but Anton would not let her go that far. Hmm, this is an interesting
relationship these two have. Perhaps she has a crush on him, something innocent, as if she looks
up to the kind of person and father he is, and always wanted someone like him to share her life
and dreams. I think she very much admires who Anton is, and nothing Claire has to say gets in
the way of her thoughts of Anton. She sees Claire as an embittered woman, who granted, was not
treated as she should have been in her life, but who could have risen above it instead of sinking
down below it. She both pities Claire and is disgusted by her. How is it possible that Claire’s
story of Anton would get in the way of how she has seen him live his life in the town? It would
not. So, who exactly is Anton to Professor Muller? And Professor Muller to Anton?
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Monday, 17 January 2005

The set: Act Two and Three

There is not really much characterization or even relationships going on today. We are
speed blocking. For real, speed blocking. Mark is playing all of our parts and telling us where we
move to when and then we step in and see if we got it right, or if it looks ok. We really are not
even saying all of the lines, we are just jumping from moment to moment. It is actually
impressive that we are getting all of it blocked and done in so short a time and it appears as
though we are getting it down pretty well. It is rather amusing to see Mark step in and play each
of us, and I’m pretty sure that his entire concept is based on “faster, funnier and don’t bump into
the furniture.” I hate to tell you, Mark, but there is not really anything funny about this play. It’s
rather dark and creepy, especially with those Bobby, Kobby and Lobby characters. And Claire?
She is insane, like Charles Manson get-others-to-do-my-killing-for-me insane. We should
subtitle this play, Helter Skelter, The Prequel. I’m sure he and Claire would find some things in
common.
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Tuesday, 18 January 2005

We are working the first bits in the show, the preparation of the arrival of Claire
Zachanassian and the arrival itself, which turns out to be strange and disconcerting. In the
beginning, we are working on a sense of urgency. The relationship between Mayor, Professor
and Pastor is one of necessity, although I think there is some genuine respect for each other, and
it seems to me that the Pastor and Professor might actually be friends. They are both little
lackeys of the Mayor, almost. He is running around like a chicken with his head cut off and it is
up to the Professor and the Pastor to keep him on track. Anton Schill is the one who reins him in,
in his nonsense, because he has intimate knowledge of Claire and we all greedily depend on this
relationship to give us the money to keep our town alive. My character brings a sense of wisdom
to the group. She has thought everything out, and even has a bit of humor when she talks of
turning down a “nursery school” for something bigger. I think she is attempting to lighten the
situation and take some of the strain off the Mayor. She is concerned that he might just run
himself into a heart-attack and she needs him to breathe and think and he’ll be just fine. The
thing she fears out of this encounter is not what the others fear (will Anton’s relationship with
Clara bring us the result we desire?), but more that the Mayor could be the one that screws the
whole thing up for us. Although he is well-liked and a capable leader, the stress of this big a
project is nothing like what he has ever seen before, and Professor Muller is scared that he could
very well ruin the whole thing.
As the train stops and the town realizes that Claire is indeed here, the Professor loses it.
It reminds me very much of the old Bugs Bunny cartoons with Bugs Bunny and the Witch. Every
time the witch leaves, she disappears off screen, leaving behind a bunch of hairpins hanging in
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the air. That is exactly how the Professor feels, she hears the screeching of the train’s wheels and
flips out, running to find the Mixed Choir. Just a few precious minutes before, she felt as though
everything that needed to be prepared would be prepared on time, but the early arrival of Claire
has thrown a monkey wrench in the whole plan. Upon arrival with the Mixed Choir, she is even
more discouraged because at the moment they are singing the train drowns them out. As we
work more on this scene, I think it could be quite comical if I can get my body to really show
some tension. It’s going to be harder than I thought, because I have chosen a posture to play
with for the Professor, ram-rod straight back, severe hair that actually pulls the face and her
shoulders are always up around her ears. I talked with Mark about it, and he agrees that it is a
good place to start and he said he’d tell me if it worked for him, and he hasn’t said yet that it is
not working, so I am continuing to develop what I think is her look. She also walks very hard.
Almost as if she is showing her strength in her steps. She is very afraid of appearing weak in
front of others, and she is not a weak woman. But she tries to deny a part of her femininity
because it might allow someone to take advantage of her. She is the only teacher in the town, so
a semblance of formidability must be kept so that she has control of the classroom as well. That
is what bothers her about Claire’s sudden arrival - this is something out of the town’s control.
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Wednesday, 19 January 2005

This scene is difficult for me. It is of the Mayor, Policeman and Professor, meeting before
Claire comes to the welcome dinner we have prepared for her. The language in this scene is
stilted. We are up on top of the platform while there is movement in the darkness below us. For
some reason, I cannot seem to find a connection between these characters in this particular scene.
Sean and I were talking about it later on a break and he feels the same way. He said that acting
wise it is the hardest scene for him. I agree. Robert also feels weird in this scene. I wonder what
it is going to take to settle into this particular scene in the play. I mean, it is very early in the
rehearsal process, and the first time we have really worked this scene. And we did change the
blocking and location quite a few times before getting up to the platform with this scene. It is the
first time that the Professor expresses her discomfort with Claire Zachanassian, and the others
agree. Sean got to add back in the line, “The Pastor had to go and lie down” and I’m glad that its
back. It sums up Claire’s extravagance perfectly. Extravagance for us is only a distant memory.
Only the oldest members of the town remember when it was lively, when the Pencil Factory
hummed along with the Wagonworks and the Foundry. We scrape by in this town of desolation
and dead ends. But we have a light, and his name is Anton Schill.
There is another clue in this scene as to perhaps a wistful longing in the Professor. By
now, I have decided that she is alone in her life, that she has never really had a real relationship
in her life. She’s always been too focused on work, thinking that part of her life would come
later. Well, it is later now and that part is still unfulfilled and we hear it when she says, “The
ashes of her youthful love”. She is a bit mad at herself for allowing her thoughts to be spoken
aloud. The others do not pick up on it, however, and they descend together, singing down to the
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welcoming committee.
During the next few minutes, the Professor’s premonition of impending doom rears its
ugly head. She listens to Claire, and determines that there is something quite wrong with her.
Although she is delighted by the prospect of the money coming in, she is horrified by the request
for what it is buying. She recognizes the Magistrate, with the help of Mrs. Schill. And as she
listens to the tale of Clara’s undoing by Anton Schill, it’s like someone extinguished the flame
inside her. As much as she wants to come to his defense, because she does, she cannot because
he is wrong. And yet, at the demand of exchange - Anton’s life for the money - something snaps
inside. The Professor gets her strength from this moment. There has never been a more unjust
request. And she will not stand for it, and she is supported by her fellow townsmen. The Mayor
declares Claire’s scheme invalid, and the coldness creeps back into Professor Muller at Claire’s,
“I can wait.” line. What is she going to do? It is obvious that Claire is perfectly capable of
waiting until the town changes its mind, but will that happen? There is such uncertainty at the
end of this act and it undermines the Professor’s strength. I think she realizes this, though and
gears up for a fight. She does not for a minute believe that the town will turn against Anton, and
she cannot, or the end of the play is ruined. This is the trap of this play that we all have to look
out for. I cannot play the end of this play. Instead, I must play moment to moment – each minute
builds to the next.
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Friday, 21 January 2005

This rehearsal is entitled, “Interrogation by Jennifer Hart.” This rehearsal was a
characterization rehearsal. She asked us questions about our relationships, who we are and who
we are to each other. We have specifics. Names, lives, siblings, spouses, children or we have
none of those. She gave us a lot to think about. I have a whole list of questions to tackle for
myself to further build up my character in my journal as rehearsal goes on:
¾

How have I survived?

¾

How do I stay here?

¾

How many teachers and educators have I seen walk out of this town?

¾

What does it take to make this decision?

¾

What has happened to this town?

¾

Do I see a larger picture?

¾

How many times has my/our great ideas failed? What does that do to me/us?

¾

How do I feel about my friends/fellow townspeople that have turned?

¾

What happens to me after Anton is dead?

¾

How do I feel about what Schill did to Claire? What do I really think happened
between the two of them?

¾

Who is the judge? Claire? Bobby? Anton? The Town? God?

¾

How do I feel about the Mayor? Pastor? Doctor? Anton? Claire? Bobby?
Kobby/Lobby?

¾

Who is this woman, Claire Zachanassian?
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Sunday, 23 January 2005

This scene is quite short, and the only time the teacher appears in this act. The second act
is the turning act. Anton realizes the reason that he is so popular is because the town hopes he
will sacrifice himself for the good of the town. They do not want to kill him but the town would
not mind at all if Schill killed himself. The blood would not be on the town’s hands if Schill
takes his own life. The Professor wants no part of this decision. I think that is why she does not
appear in this act, except in a moment of comfort for Claire. Her panther has been killed because
it got loose. It is an allegory for what is to become of Schill, as she called him “my black
panther”. Schill is frightened and mad because of the town and Claire, and so goes to confront
her with a weapon. When the Professor sees him she ushers the children off, following them offstage to get the Pastor to help with Schill. I think she knows exactly what is going on, but is
refusing to admit it to herself. She is still holding out hope that the town is going to do the right
thing, and that by offering her condolences and having the children sing, she can appeal to the
humanity in Claire. Because they are both women, she assumes she can draw out the tenderness
is Claire. I think this scene is written to describe Claire’s belief in humanity and to show that in
spite of everything, she still hopes that Claire will do the right thing. Here is the part in the play
where she believes she can win. She is instructing right now, the thing she is best at, and she
hopes that her pupil will get the message. She ushers Schill away with the Pastor so that he can
do no more harm to himself in Claire’s eyes and she tries to smooth Claire’s sadness (for the loss
of her panther) away with song. A really creepy song.
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Monday, 24 January 2005

We are going through Act One and finally putting everything together that we have been
working on. It has been a little frustrating from time to time, as we do not have everyone here,
but I really can’t complain. I’ll be gone in a couple of weeks too. I think that I am pretty much
off book for the first act, with the exception of the “Cases, cases and still more cases” scene. The
words just keep getting wrapped around my tongue and will not come out right. I still just don’t
feel like I have a grip on that scene. That’s not exactly right - it is not the scene that escapes me. I
know what the scene is about, I know the motivation of it; it is just that every time we do it, I feel
like a robot. The words never sound true to me, it always seems forced. I think that I’ll just have
to let it be. Maybe if I stop focusing on how hard it is, if I just do it, it’ll happen. This is the part
where my brain starts to get in the way. I wish I could take it out and set it on the table for a little
bit and still be able to function.
For the run of this rehearsal, I decided to look at the question “Why do I stay here?” and
look for reasons in my fellow townsmen. I think I feel a need to stay in this town, that perhaps it
cannot run itself as well without me. The Mayor absolutely needs a voice of reason, and
someone to think fully through problems, not just get stuck on one and flounder in all the
possibilities. I feel a duty to this town. I would like to see it get back on its feet again, and if I
leave, who would educate the people here? There really is no one, and I know that I could get a
job in any of the bigger cities, in fact I have had offers, but the people here in Gullen need me to
be here. I have my hand in a little bit of everything in this town - the Mayor’s ear, the Pastor’s
understanding and friendship, respect in the town, and of course, the education and training of
the children in the town. By the time it gets to the end of the Act and the life of Anton is
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threatened, and with it, the lingering hope of the town that I have worked so hard to keep alive,
my sense of injustice is great, and I am ready to fight at all costs to keep this woman from
succeeding.
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Tuesday, 25 January 2005

Work 3.2 before running Act 2. Ok, I have come to a decision about Anton Schill. During
the course of 3.2, the store scene, it is apparent to me that Professor Muller is in love with Anton
Schill. I considered the possibility of an innocent crush, but she has been developing it for a long
time. In talking with Doc about it, he says he also wondered about his feelings towards this
Professor who tries desperately to save him, and he thinks that he also has feelings for her and it
is the reason that he tries to save her from the town by asking her to let him go. We wondered
about the possibility of an affair, because his wife is so very cold most of the time, but decided
that it was a love that was not defined by the physical action. We wanted something that we both
cannot have, and have left it that way, although the feelings for each other have not changed. In
this scene, 3.2, the teacher seems to turn on Schill with the final line “and charge it.” but I do not
think that she does.
I talked with Mark about this line and what the implications for it could be and I do not
think she is turning on Schill. I think he has forced her to this outcome. When Schill comes into
this scene, I am in trouble already - the town is closing in on me to keep me from going to the
press about Claire’s real offer. Schill comes in and assesses the situation and makes the decision
to resign himself to death. And he won’t let me save him. It is extremely infuriating, because I
know I have found a way - once I tell the press how crazy this woman is, Schill will be saved,
and perhaps we will get to keep the money promised to us because she will need to save face. I
know that there is a danger to me, but I am willing to risk it for the good of the town. I know
why the town failed, and I am the only person who is willing to do anything with that
knowledge.
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The run of the second act is slow for me, I only have the one scene of consolation, and I
think I am recognizing that Anton is really in danger and I am keeping up that hope that the town
is not turning against him. Even though I am not physically present on the stage, I am aware of
all the new things that are coming into the town, and the fascination with buying all these items
on credit. I think in this act I am genuinely concerned for the town. All my hard work in
education, and instilling principles of truth and justice in the town just might be crumbling
around me. I cannot yet oppose the powerful Claire Zachanassian. But I am trying to appeal to
her, in small ways, and perhaps learn exactly who she is and why she feels she must have this
result. Once I know that, I may be able to get her to see a different point. Act Two is devoted to
figuring out who Claire Zachanassian is - another question on the list.
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Wednesday 26 January 2005

Ok, I am mad. As the Professor, the most terrifying revelation has occurred during this
rehearsal. And I know I have read the play and blah, blah, blah but I think this is the first time
any of the feelings have completely come up to the surface. Claire Zachanassian has
manipulated this town to set it up for the destruction of Anton Schill for her viewing pleasure. I
am answering the question of “Who is Claire Zachanassian?” in this scene. She is not a person,
she is not human, she has become a frigid, cold monster, a fragment of something that was once
human and is completely driven by the thoughts of revenge. I feel a sense of failure with this
woman. Here I was, sent with the doctor as the two most capable and intelligent people in the
town (and what happened to the Doctor? What a wimp he turned out to be) to reason with
someone who is completely reasonless. And she scares me. I am absolutely not used to that.
Everything is always within my control and this woman is absolutely not anywhere near
controlling. I do not even think she can control herself. Her desire for what she calls “justice” has
destroyed any human part that she had left. After this scene, it is up to me to save this town from
becoming something that it will regret becoming. I can see the town turning into a
“Zachanassian,” and this scene forces me to want to stop it. It is so sad to me to look at this
town. Now I know exactly what happened to it, and I see no solution to help it out. Yes, we may
get the money, but at what price? Are we actually willing to sacrifice what is left of our souls for
some money? For this town to get back on its feet? Would it not be better to leave this town,
together, and whole - and yes, poor - or stay and be manipulated into a twisted form of murder? I
am filled with fear, dismay, and a desperateness that is driving me to a decision that will threaten
my life.
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Thursday, 27 January 2005

The monologue. This is the most revealing part of my character. A last, desperate plea for
the town to look at what it is about to do. I want so badly to tell the reporters what exactly has
been going on, but instead I have decided to play to the feelings of those who were once my
friends in this town. I must make them face their guilt. They are putting it off in lieu of the
money they are going to receive. The scene has been carefully set, allowing the reporters in to
view the decision of the town and leading them out to the feast while the killing on Anton must
happen. In looking at the construction of the words in this particular monologue, there are a lot
of vocal choices that I can play with. The monologue is filled with clues of where the power
resides. The open vowels in the beginning give me time to think of my next words, and as I go
on a roll, proving my point, it gathers consonance with it - the places where there are hard sounds
that I have to chew to make the point. The constant staccato forces to attention those who are
around me. The pointedness of the sounds can be directed towards the persons I am trying to
persuade. As the monologue gathers in intensity, there are the y-buzz sounds that come out in
“grace”, “feel” and “evil”. There are so many rich sounds to pay attention to in this monologue
that it is going to be difficult to pick which ones I want to use. And I know that different
reactions will lead me to pick out different sounds, and that it probably will not be same every
time I do it, but I want to make sure that I explore all of the possibilities so that I don’t miss
anything. I have actually decided, with Mark and Chris Niess’ permission, to work in movement
class with this monologue as well, so that I am not only working on the vocal clues, but I am
working with Laban/LeCoq processes as well. I want to give it extra attention because I believe
this is the point where everything in the play could change. The Professor cannot, for a second,
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think that her words will not affect these people. She has to hope that upon facing their guilt,
they could change their minds. She has to hold on to her love for Anton and her sense of Justice.
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Friday, 28 January 2005

We are now at the end of the play. In working on these last pages, it is an absolute defeat
for the professor. I sit there, and watch as these people that I grew up with, that I taught, raise
their hands against another member of the town because of a paycheck. It is an incredibly
disappointing moment for me in the play. We have changed the ending somewhat from what the
play has actually recorded - the play has the teacher giving in at the end and joining willingly
into the covenant of the township. Mark wants to leave me the only person on stage that does
not turn against Anton, and gets no red. Everyone who has turned gets a piece of red clothing
somewhere, or red accessory. We had some changes in this as we worked today - Claudio is
actually forcing me to my place, physically, and is picking up my hand and lifting it in the air
during the vote. It is a very intimidating scene. It feels like all of the fight goes out of me after
the monologue and I am simply a pawn in a game I can no longer control, that I never really
could control. This rehearsal has given me a sense of failure, and that I set myself up for
immense failure, but there was no other way. I am not sure that Anton is the only one who dies in
this play. I know a piece of the Professor is dead, and I think the town has lost a part of each
person that took place in the decision to kill Anton.
Good God, this entire scene is so extremely difficult! It’s trying, and emotionally
draining, and leaves me but a shell of the person that I thought I was. If I’d only fought harder, if
there was another way - think! But there is nothing that can be done now, and she (Claire) has
her victory. So what do I do now? What does the teacher do after this play is over. The righteous
indignation in me wants to say that I refuse my share of the money and leave the town to start the
post in Kalberstadt that I refused long ago. I don’t really know what becomes of me after this.
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Right now, I feel that I am so broken that I have no idea how to put the pieces back together
again.
The questions that are coming up in my head that I want to explore are the “whys.” And
the question from my interview with Jenn that now comes up for me is who gets to be the judge?
The Mayor appoints himself as the leader, but he does not reign in the judgment. The entire
town is forced to come to a unanimous vote. I think that Claire is ultimately the judge. And she
has passed down a sentence that the town is forced to comply with to continue its existence. The
powerless feeling she has tried to invoke has come to fruition and it makes me sad, and mad at
the same time that I can do nothing but watch.
This is happening because why? Because a woman wronged has to complete a wrong to
make it right? Nothing about this is justice, and at the end, I think Claire must see that. Maybe
that is my revenge to her. So, ok, there is a reason to the inciting event, but what about why the
town decides to go for it? Something to think about.
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Sunday, 31 January 2005

We worked Act Three for the first part of rehearsal today. Tonight we are learning the
music to all the songs with Ryan - he wrote all the music. Act Three is very hard for me. It’s
such a dark place to be most of the time. I’m pretty good at keeping my life separate from the
character’s life, but I sense a little bit of sadness seeping over. I guess it’s normal in some cases,
I mean, I am living the life of the Professor, but I am looking forward to next weekend when we
go to UPTA’s. I think a few days of normal life activities will help me bring a freshness back to
the character and keep me from going crazy.
I am really playing with the Laban techniques in this act. Laban uses a description of
different actions to produce movement based reactions in the body. The theory is, that when you
physically place your body in a certain way - not necessarily visible to an outside observer - that
there will be an emotional reaction within the body of the actor. He uses 6 qualifiers, strong vs.
light, direct vs. indirect, and slow vs. quick. The following are the 8 techniques, and their
descriptions:
·

Float: light, indirect, slow

·

Glide: light, direct, slow

·

Dab: light, direct, quick

·

Flick: light indirect, quick

·

Punch: strong, direct, quick

·

Slash: strong, indirect, quick

·

Wring: strong, indirect, slow

·

Press: strong, direct, slow
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The first scene I am in, with the Doctor and Claire, I am a presser, both physically and
vocally. The times at which I get shaken up by something I become more of a slash, and then as I
gather my courage for the confrontation before Schill comes in, and the final monologue, I lose a
bit of the strength there, and it pushes more to a flick.
The flick works really well for me in the confrontation with Mrs. Schill, Hofbauer, and
some of the town members in the store. They, of course, think it is nerves, but I think that I scare
them. They know I am the wild card. The drink helps to soothe my nerves, and gather myself to
go back into a press, with some punches and dabs layered underneath the press that let loose
from time to time. I am happy with the progress on this piece, and I actually feel better after
breaking it down into technical terms. Maybe I just need some time to come out of rehearsal and
let it go for a bit.
Hmm, well off to eat and then back to the rehearsal of music. I’m nervous about that. I
am not so good with singing in front of folks. At least it’s a chorus thing....
Music Rehearsal, same day
Well, it was fine. The words are corny, but that’s what Ryan had to work with - he did a
lovely job putting together the rest of it. I can’t believe he doesn’t read music. Me, I’m just the
opposite. I read it, but I can’t play it, except on one hand. You’d think someone who took piano
forever would have a better sense, but I never learned how to sight play. Eh, I can’t type, either, I
have to look at the keys, but who cares? So, I know the music now, and I have to come down
singing with Sean and Robert Stack from the awful platform scene. Ok, it’s not awful, it’s gotten
better, but still, it is about the worst scene in the show. And it has nothing to do with direction, I
think the scene is just poorly written.
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Monday, 31 January 2005

So we put the entire play together tonight and it was, excuse the pun, a total train wreck.
But a good train wreck. Yes, there were mistakes, and yes, it was really confusing from time to
time - ok, most of the time - but I feel a lot better after putting the whole thing together. Most of
the notes we got were technical things, like move more here, or faster with this, can you move
this box on your way out - nothing much in the way of building up the character. But I think that
Mark is really leaving that up to us, and we can come ask questions if we are confused on
something.
In putting this thing together, I am seeing the challenges that come with having so little
time for all of us to be here working on the project together. Everyday we are missing at least
one, usually two people, and we are having to play catch up. We just got word that one of our
actors, Libby, has mono and we think that someone may have to take her place. I think Stephanie
should get to play it, because she has really been our all purpose understudy and I think she
should get a reward for it.
I’m tired. I really think that I am putting a lot of myself into this, which I usually do with
roles, but I feel a certain pressure to live up to this role because it is my thesis. At least my
muscles seem to have gotten used to the Professor’s posture - for a while there, my neck and
back and feet were killing me because of the new positions I hold them in when I am her. But it
has settled in, now, and I feel that I have made some very good progress today.
The scene between Anton and I, in the store has become something very hard to get
through. Mark has asked both of us to pull back from it, to limit the times we touch each other,
and it makes it more difficult at the same time as enhances the longing to help and save.
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Tuesday, 1 February 2005

Working Act One. There is such a bustle that goes on in this act. Work, work, work. Get
it done now, now, now. It really hard, because we are trying to get all of the blocking timing
down, with this piece of furniture goes here on this line, and get the play timing down as well.
Right now, the first act is really slow. We all need to pick up our cues and get off book. I am off
book for everything except the last act, and I think I am going to use the road trip to Memphis to
really concentrate on that. I know most of it, its just nit picky words that gets in the way. I need
to sit down and just focus on the words. Repetition. That’s all I need.
I got through the scene today - that dreaded platform scene - but I think we made some
headway with it. Sean and Robert and I were all laughing about it during one of our breaks and
just sort of decided not to take it so seriously. That maybe if we didn’t dread it going into it that
it, the laughter would help fix it, as much as it can be fixed. Well, we went out and we sort of
did it, and we also played with the little tipsy factor, since both the Professor and the Mayor have
drinks in their hands when the lights come up. It may be the only way they can get through the
welcoming committee - a little liquid fortitude. It was sort of fun, and I think we went a little too
far with it, but at least we recognized something new in the scene. There are some, sort of, inside
jokes that go on, sharing the incredible weirdness that come from Claire. It’s a new start for this
stagnant scene.
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Wednesday, 2 February 2005

The slow day for me. I only have the one scene, with Claire and the children, and Mark
has asked that I really offer formal, very heartfelt and yet community representing, condolences
to Claire for the terrible loss of her panther. The children sing a song that is actually, very weird.
It adds to this sense of foreboding and allows another sliver of foreshadowing to enter in the
play. Mark, however, does not want this to be played up - just played honestly. And that I need
to pay attention to the volume and the diction in this piece. This is another passage that I find a
little stilted. Maybe it is the translation. I have some time before rehearsal is over, I want to take
a look at that passage for some vocal clues to help me with that.
Gracious lady, be so good as to accept our heartfelt condolence. Your beautiful panther
is no more. Believe me, we are deeply pained that so tragic an event should mar your
visit here. But what could we do? The panther was a savage, a beast. To him, our human
laws could not apply. There was no other way–
The consonants underlined are the playable ones, and I have added some of my own that I feel
need to be played up as well. There are also open mouthed vowels that are playable, as well as ybuzz. I am coloring the open vowels red and the y-buzz blue. I am not of course, going to do all
of these at one time, but I know what I can play with now. I really like the idea of the y-buzz, it
is very prevalent in this piece and I think to use it would show a measure of strength. But I can
also use the opened vowels to relate to her and maybe open her up to my words to see the
ridiculousness of having a panther, and that we, or at least I, understand what the panther
represents.
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Thursday, 3 February 2005

I think we are getting closer to pulling this act together. I honestly believe that the last act
is the one that is in the best shape. It is the easiest. Everyone has definitely turned, I clearly have
something to fight for, and Anton has to resign himself to death. There is something that pulls
this act on to the end by itself.
I really don’t get notes during rehearsals for this show. I have no idea whether this is a
good thing or a bad thing - I will get something if my southern accent steps in for a minute, but I
am listening to myself most of the time to try to hear it. I don’t always catch it, and really, my
biggest problem is the word “just”. I still have problems with “get” from time to time, but that’s
been a problem for a while so I almost always catch it as soon as I say it.
I have been playing with a part of the Anton store scene for a while. There is a part where
I tell Anton he is guilty and then call him a bastard. What does this mean to me? During the
scene I am trying to get him to tell someone about what Claire is doing. When he refuses, I tell
him he is guilty - but what is he guilty of? Am I condemning him for what happened between
him and Claire long ago? Or is it something else? I don’t think it is the literal Claire accusation. I
think I am telling him he is guilty of not fighting for himself - guilty of giving up. He is allowing
the town to do this to him, without a fight, and that is his guilt, and by not letting me help him, I
call him a bastard. He sits there, knowing that I can help - he doesn’t know that Claire has ruined
the town, but he knows that I know something! And he won’t let me interfere, won’t let me give
him the weapon he needs to fight this situation. You know what? I have the question about what
I am going to do after Claire leaves this town. I might just let the town get all their money, call a
big ol’ meeting and tell them that their savior, darling Clara, set the whole town up to fail to
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begin with, and she told me and the doctor. I’m planning on leaving anyways, so happy trails,
live with the fact you just murdered someone, and have a miserable life with your blood money.
I think I’m rather upset about all these goings on.
I’ve got a good amount of character research in this journal, and I am not one to do a true
character analysis. I find that what Jenn did, asking questions, or examining my feelings after a
scene, reading it again and making some discoveries both inside and outside the scene help me to
create a better character. The paper keeps everything in my brain. And I will do the character
analysis, but I am going to wait a bit to do it. I may take a look at it over the road trip and see
what I come up with. It’s a lot of hours I am going to spend looking over the script and lines
anyway.
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Monday, 7 February 2005

I don’t think I have ever been this tired. We had a run-thru tonight of the entire show, and
I know I did it off book, but the only scene I can really remember are two scenes - Claire actually
scared me to tears tonight, and Anton’s refusal of help just broke me in half. I think I just have
no defenses left tonight. This weekend was fun, long and very rough. We went to UPTA’s in
Memphis, TN and drove there together. It was all of us from class - Alan, Niki, David, and I and
we stayed in a lovely hotel that my mother set up for us, but 18 hours on the road up there, and
18 hours back was God-awful. Of course it was fun at the beginning, but by the end - thank God
we stopped Sunday night in Atlanta. If we had driven back the whole way, I might have just
killed myself. But, I did get some very valuable work done out of it. I got off book completely
and I took a look at the character analysis and thought about all of the questions. I don’t want to
write any of it down yet, I don’t have to solidify choices just quite yet - I have a few days. I
honestly probably won’t write any of it down until after the play is over. I always get a sense of
sadness when a play closes, so maybe that will be my way of sending it off. My handwriting here
is awful, thank God for computers. I must be tired.
I had some difficulty staying in posture tonight. My muscles are really sore from being
trapped in a car for a couple of days, and my lower back is really being not so much fun. At least
I don’t seem to be sick - most of the company is and Ben Hope how now been diagnosed with
mono, but he says he’s staying in the show no matter what the doctor says. He says he’s not airborn contagious, but we have all been banned from drinking or eating or smoking after each
other. I don’t really have anything else to write about. I’m going to bed.
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Tuesday, 8 February 2005

This is the last night that we are going to be in the blue room. In a way, I feel like this
space is home for us, and in another way, I am very excited to get on the stage. I desperately
need to expanse of space to make sure that the diction and volume I am working on is at a proper
level for the theatre. I’m still tired. This whole school/conference/play schedule thing is hard. I
can do school or play, or play or conference, or conference and school, but all three at the same
time? I sort of just want to collapse and sleep for a weekend and then start over.
I was hoping that my parents would actually be able to come and see the show, I know
that they are far away but they were trying. But my dad got called to work at the base in
Jacksonville and my mom has to fly somewhere for some conference that just came up.
Somehow I am disappointed. I know that they tried, but they have not been able to come see
anything that I have been in here. In the two years I have lived here, they haven’t even been able
to come visit me. They came all the time in Alabama. Granted, it was closer and my extended
family is there, but they know how much I dislike this town. If the professors here were not as
great as they are, I would have left already.
Maybe this is something I can use in the play. I’m lonely here. Yes, I have my
classmates, who are good friends, and David who is there for me in so many ways, but even he is
acting weird sometimes. This show forces me to stand alone at the end. Maybe I am standing
alone in my life too. My parents not coming is like Anton not letting me help. This city that I
really can’t stand is something like the town at the end of the play. But, when I am finished,
where do I go from here? I have the same questions at the end of the play. Sometimes I know,
sometimes I don’t. The only thing that is different is in the play, at least I have a choice to have a
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good deal of money to live on for the rest of my life. Can that part transfer over into my real life?
I would love that.
Maybe all these thoughts and feelings also come from saying goodbye to this space.
There seems to be a lot of goodbyes going around here. And this step brings us that much closer
to having the audience that we absolutely need, but that we are not quite ready for, yet.
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Wednesday, 9 February 2005

Yikes! What an interesting experience. So, we get on stage with all of our movable parts
and sets and stuff and we try to make it work and it just ends up working like some very
important link is missing. It was slow, it was not at all about character building, it was very much
let’s get through this, and “faster, funnier and don’t bump into the furniture” really needs to
apply itself. I think Mark wants to kill us right now. Or himself, really, but I know he had to go
through at least an entire pack of cigarettes. It will be better tomorrow, though. We are just now
in the space, getting used to the size, the feel, the way things move and interact and it will be
fine. I have a really good feeling about it. I think that Sunday is going to be a very good day for
us, when we go through and set all of the set changes, make sure that everything is covered and
just work those to death, or until they are in our bodies. That is the thing that is killing our
progress right now.
And then there is that scene, the one in act one that has been so difficult for me to grasp.
Now that Sean and I are actually up on the platform...oh my good acting goddess, send me some
faerie dust now. The platform is so up above anything and has such weird lighting that it is
really going to take a lot to get used to and make it workable.
Speaking of the lighting, this is the first rehearsal that our lighting designer has been to
since we had our presentation meeting at the very beginning. It’s going very slow, much slower
than I ever remember it going, and it’s annoying to me. I’m quite sure that she has worked on
this, but it just seems like she’s behind, and after all the work we have been doing on it - it makes
me irritated. But then, I have hormones, and I am an actor. Who am I to say anything about
lighting? Oh, yeah, I’m looking forward to tomorrow. I think it will be better.
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Thursday, 10 February 2005

Things are better tonight. We actually got through the show, and we seem to have some
solid cues that we are working with. The train sounds are going to be friggin’ fantastic. They are
running it through the speakers so that you hear it on one side of the stage and it crosses through
the center and goes out the other side of the stage. It is really amazing what they are doing. And
there is a spot light that follows the sound, too, that looks the light on the front of the train.
I really put in a lot of effort into the “bane of my existence” scene on the platform. I
figured something out with it tonight, that I can use the little bit of beer I am drinking to my
advantage. I have asked Mark to look at it and he says there is nothing wrong with the scene, so I
am wondering why I just don’t feel it. But, I allowed myself to be a little tipsy, not visible tipsy,
just the kind that when you are in an important conversation and the last thing that you want
someone to think about you is that your judgment may be impaired, even slightly. And it sort of
worked, but I really think that I am going to have to pull out some of the Laban techniques to go
with me on this platform journey. My movement teacher at Alabama, who first introduced me to
Laban, said that these were good rehearsal tools, and excellent tools for when “your talent didn’t
come to work with you”. We all have off days. We all have off scenes. And maybe this
technique can help. The teacher is a presser, fundamentally, but I think the alcohol leads a little
bit of glide into her. At the thought of Claire’s presence in the town, I think the fear leads a flick
to enter into her hands, or maybe in her feet. But the glide takes back over with the thought of the
“ashes of her youthful love”, and maybe leads back into some fantasy that she may have had
about a young love at some point. Embarrassed by this display, but thankful that no one finds it
unseemly, control returns in the form of a press, but the flick of nervousness stays underneath it
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at all times.
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Friday, 11 February 2005

So I think that I have found the key to that scene. I really don’t think that I will ever find
it good, or feel that it has been a true honest moment, but no one else seems to have a problem
with it. I asked Mark about it again, and he said it is coming off just fine, and that I am doing
some strong work. Remember to think about my diction, and my volume is low in some points. I
know that I have some volume problems especially in the last act, with Anton. Although, he has
asked me to back off some of the volume in the confrontation with Claire. He doesn’t want her to
be as outwardly strong. He wants to contain her strength, but allow Claire to really get to her. As
much as I am trying to use a woman to woman connection with her, he wants me to really listen
and feel for her during her pregnancy speech. Maybe, in that moment I have a chance to get what
I want without Claire knowing it. If I can figure out a way to make Claire think it is her idea to
let it go, I win. But as the scene goes on, she just reveals what kind of maniac she is and there is
no way that approach is going to work. So I reason. And Mark wants to focus on the reasoning
and keep volume levels pretty steady. I can raise my voice at the end, and that is what prompts
her to leave the chair and come to me. She admires my strength, but has a real desire to break
me, I think.
We had a sort of audience tonight with the crew view, and it was nice to have people out
there. There was an energy tonight that we haven’t had before. It is sort of a prelude to what is
to come, but in a very small way. It was still fun to hear reactions, know that there were some
sincerely funny parts, and know that there are some parts that we definitely need to smooth out
some. Tomorrow is dry tech, and we are not called, but I am excited to have everything start to
come together. I think, even though it’s heavy, that this show is going to be a good one.
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Sunday, 13 February 2005

I think this is perhaps the longest day in the history of days. All this technical stuff, while
really awesome and totally worth what we are doing, just intensely grates on my nerves. I
already knew it was going to be a long day, I was prepared for the restlessness and the waiting,
but I still can’t wait for this day to be over. In the morning, we worked furniture stuff. Everyone
was assigned their own piece of furniture to move during some point in the show. I got really
lucky in that respect. I only move one piece during the entire show and that comes in the last act.
Ben and I were supposed to move our seats, but then Mark decided he wanted us to come out a
little later, so we got out of that one. But, after the death of Schill, we all move the furniture back
and then quickly get back in line for the lights to come up. This is a good day for doing
homework, and I just can’t keep my mind how pretty it is outside. We went to lunch over at the
student union and ate outside, and it was just a tease. All the grassy areas call to me, saying, “Get
a book and a blanket - you know you want to...” Of course I do. But there is work to be done.
We are in the middle of cue-to-cue right now and it is the down act for me, Act Two. I’m
ok when I am actually doing something, and yes, the intelligent part of my brain screams at me
that this is not a waste of time, but it always seems like things could go more smoothly, or cues
could just magically come together.
On the upside, I would like the talk about my costume. I friggin’ love my costume. It is
this dress, that is totally a schoolmarm dress, and I get ah-hem...filled out....if you will by the
most awesome padding ever. The dress was a little too big in the chest, but instead of messing
with the intricate patterning to change it, we just gave me more boobs. I’m all about that. And
then there are the shoes. They are this half boot, slightly heeled (about 2.5 inches or so)
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wonderful shoes that make me feel like the Professor. They are a little big, but I’ve gotten a
couple of pairs of ankle socks and pantyhose and an insert to make them comfortable. I love
them. They are my favorite thing about the costume. I can’t wait to put it all together next week.
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Monday, 14 February 2005. Valentines Day.

It seems I get cast in shows that keep me in rehearsals on Valentines Day. I would kind of
like to spend it with my boyfriend, but I suppose we need the work, considering we open in 3
days and tech yesterday was sort of a disaster. But at least we got to wear our costumes and go
through everything tonight.
The hair and makeup person brought some pictures by of what we needed to look like.
They want a limited amount of makeup, enough that the lights don’t wash out our features but
not enough to make it look like we have makeup on. Mark wants most of us to look a little dirty,
with the exception of the Pastor, Mayor, Schill and myself, since we seem to be the “important”
people in town. However, as people start to turn, we can make ourselves look nicer. Guess that
means I just stay Plain Jane. I’m okay with that. But my hair is going to be fun. They want it to
be in a bun, but they want the braid across the hair, like a head band. Unfortunately, we don’t
have a braided headband, but my hair is long enough that I can do something like it. I am taking
the front part of my hair and pulling it half way up. The bottom part is secured with a rubber
band for now. I part the front loose part down the middle and braid each section, and then hair
pin the braid up the side of my head, allowing the ends to cross over in the middle and get tucked
under. Then the under part is brushed back and put into a bun. The effect is the braid on the top
of my head, behind my ears and still a bun - very German/Heidi/Princess Leia (Empire Strikes
Back, not Star Wars).
I am excited about the costume and working in it makes me feel whole. Something really
interesting happened tonight, and it was hard to keep from breaking character it was so startling.
In the confrontation with Claire in the beginning of the third act, when she pulls me aside and
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tells me that the world made her into a whore, she reached out and slid her hand down the entire
front of my body, roughly. I had a very visceral reaction of not only jerking away, but actually
bringing one hand up to stop her violent caress and the other hand to defend the attack. It was
weird, because I automatically went into self defense mode, and I’m glad I caught it before I
fully reacted. It was unsettling, and it really helped prepare me through the rest of the act,
especially with the decision to tell the reporters what was going on, and then have the town turn
on me as well. She actually apologized after rehearsal, saying it was just an impulse she followed
and I told her that I’m glad she tried it. It gave me some powerful feelings to work with. I told
her she could go farther if she wanted to, that the more off kilter I am, the better the next scene
is. She said she had some other things she wanted to play with too, and I told her to go for it, just
not to tell me what she was planning so that I can have an honest reaction. She doesn’t want it to
be the exact same every night, because no two performances are the same, and I agree. I like
being on my toes, to some extent.
I’m ready for an audience. There are still some bugs, but basically, I’m ready for the
outside energy. I’m getting tired. And now, I’m going to have a glass of wine and hang out with
my boyfriend. I miss hanging out with him.
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Tuesday, 15 February 2005.

The show is shaping up rather nicely - there are still some bumps going on in the
technical side, but nothing that can’t be fixed. I think we are ready for an audience, that we need
that to get to the level that we want to be on. We are still really slow in the first act, and the
second act needs a bit more pick up, but we are almost there.
There is that scene in the first act that has never felt right. It still doesn’t. The addition of
lights, a chorus, a platform, costumes and glasses have not really made a difference. I think that
it is just going to have to feel weird, although I am trying to just let it happen. You can’t force
honesty - it just ends up looking fake. So, I’ll enter with my beer and talk to my colleagues and
let it be okay that I don’t feel right about it. It is frustrating, though. I want it to be as good as I
can make it.
Doc and I got a note tonight that we should not have much eye contact, and no physical
contact. That’s really hard for both of us. We have developed such an intimate relationship with
tiny touches and it’s really the only way we show our feelings for each other, but in a way that is
not really noticeable to others. Certainly not an affair or anything, that would never happen - I
respect his wife and family too much, but these little hand touch was a way of reassurance that I
was standing there to help. And now that’s gone, and the eye contact can’t be anything too strong
as well, so I really feel forced here with this part now. But, I am going to try again tomorrow and
see what happens.
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Wednesday, 16 February 2005. Final Dress.

I have this theory about Final Dress Rehearsal, and you’ll find many actors out there that
share it. If everything in Final Dress goes exactly as it should, then there are bound to be
mistakes on opening night. However, if there are mistakes that happen, opening should be just
fine. And the more mistakes, the better opening will be. I don’t mean mistakes of catastrophic
proportion - like losing cast members or anything, but just stuff like late entrances where you’ve
never been late before, flubbing a line you usually get - things like that. If there is anything to
that, then opening tomorrow night should be just fine. There were just enough little mistakes to
put me at ease.
The scene with the beer was okay tonight. Not great, but not terrible, either - I think I
need to stop obsessing about it. The scene with Doc was weird - different with the no touching or
looking thing, but it creates a need to make that contact with him. I think it also would be fine.
The confrontation with Claire got a bit preachy for me tonight, and the Doctor is a complete
wimp. But Claire did almost crush my hand as she drug me over to the side.
I’m ready for an audience. That’s all tonight.
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Thursday, 17 February 2005. Opening Night.

So, its opening night and I got here at the theatre before my call and set up my station
over in the corner. There are going to be a lot of people in here and I need my own little space.
There was talk of a group warm up, but thank God that fell through. I wouldn’t have gone
anyways. I use the time before I put on my costume to clear my head of the day and center my
thoughts on what is coming for the evening. So, I had a little time to myself to eat my Subway
sandwich before the rest of the cast began to make their way in, and I suddenly very much
missed Heather - she was my dressing room buddy during my last show - but Ben came in soon
enough.
The first act seemed to fly by. I am on my break during the second act right now, and that
seems to be going well too. I remember the stupid scene going ok, and thinking after it was over
that it wasn’t too bad, but if I remember it, I wasn’t really all there. I’m nervous - not too much,
though. I only get it on opening and then after I get on, I forget about it. This break has kinda
brought it back though, I guess because Act Three is all my big stuff. I hope the monologue goes
as well as it did last night. I’m focusing on the Pastor tonight. See if I can get his guilt going.
Intermission now, between Act 2 and 3. Gotta run .
Act 3 was fine. I was there, I felt sad and empowered and lonely and a complete failure at
the end. I’m sitting here in the dressing room for a minute, letting all those people go outside and
be greeted by the festivities. I don’t like being in the middle of so many people. I feel
claustrophobic and all I really want to do is run outside where I can breathe. But I’m going to go
in a minute and then I will go to the opening night party. There at least there is space for
everyone to mingle. The lower lobby is just too tiny. Oh well. Deep breath. Here I go.
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Friday, 18 February 2005.

Night two. There’s a saying about the second night too - the second night slump. And the
energy did seem to falter tonight, but it was not as bad as some other shows I have been in. In
fact, even though the first act was a little draggy, I think that my character work was stronger
than last night. I don’t have any nerves anymore, I only get nervous on opening, so I’m settled
into the show and it happened easier tonight. Sometimes, because you need to have an audience
for so long, on the first night you really notice them, and I probably did without realizing it. But
tonight, I just played within the play. It was fun. Well, not exactly fun, I mean this isn’t a happy
ending story, but it was nice to live in it. I don’t really know how the annoying scene went - I’m
not sure if I made it through the Anton scene without trying to catch his eye, but I know that I did
the scenes. I was there, as the Professor. I do remember one moment in the Anton scene in Act 3
when I said, “And charge it.” that the audience kind of gasped a little. That was fun. I remember
that because I was walking off stage at the time.
We get adjudicated tomorrow night. That ought to be interesting. I’ve heard positive
things about last night, and tonight, but this place always seems to be positive. I want someone to
tell me what they really think, not what they think I want to hear. You can’t learn from constant
praise. That’s why I am in school, to make mistakes and learn. What did you get, what didn’t you
get? Those sorts of things. Maybe that will happen tomorrow.
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Saturday, 19 February 2005.

That adjudication was simply the most incredible waste of time that I have ever been
through. I would almost rather have sit through photo call, I think. That’s tomorrow, though.
Nice that it’s on Sunday so that we don’t run late into the night. But, that is beside the point. The
adjudication. Okay, so it was a lot of smoke blowing and yippies and this was a very well done
show. Great. Thanks. How do we make it better? No specifics, no real character comments, no
understandings or not understandings - is this a judgment or not? Elizabeth Maupin does a better
job of saying what she thinks. At least she’s honest about what she sees.
I’m just so tired of preserving egos. I know this is education - but actors can deal with
failing, sort of failing, not really failing, or succeeding. Shouldn’t someone, at some point, let us
know if we belong here? Can we compete with the others out there? Yes, I feel that this is a good
show and that it is solid, but there are always parts that can be honed, refined, or just made better
by someone who has not lived with it for months. They have a fresh eye. That’s what I wanted.
That’s what I did not get. Not necessarily about myself, I am not looking for specific praise or
criticism (I am also not going to run from it), but I hate it when all you have to say is good
things. Maybe it’s my classes that cause me to seek more. I do not honestly remember any time
where Kate, Chris, Be, Jim or any other professor has ever said, “Good. Sit down. Next.” We
always examine what can be different or improved. I like that.
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Sunday, 20 February 2005.

Photo Call is always crazy. But as crazy as it is, I think it ran pretty smoothly. We didn’t
have to stay forever. That’s good, because today, this afternoon, yucky. I’m pretty sure half the
cast was hung over in some way, and let’s face it - Sunday crowds are really not one for giving
you a lot of energy. It’s sort of like an invited dress rehearsal. The older crowd likes to come on
Sundays and I think the play was too long for them. It certainly did feel draggy today. The first
act took forever. The second act also took forever. The third act finally had some pick up to it,
but it wasn’t fabulous. I did not feel like I gave my best performance today. I absolutely used all
of my Laban techniques because I felt like my talent did not come to work with me today. And
there are days like that. I’ve done shows for three months and there are always up days and down
days. In some way, I am really looking forward to the break Monday and Tuesday, but I know
when we get back on Wed, most people will be dragging to get back into it. Thursday and Friday
should be much better.
I think I am excited for this show to be over for the first week. I need to sleep and catch
up on my homework. And housework. And actually spend time with the people, and kitties, who
are important to me.
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Wednesday, 23 February 2005

It was ok. I was sort of in and out today. I was totally in the first act. Even the crappy
scene on the platform seemed to go by rather quickly and painlessly. When I get to the second
act, I always work on homework because it’s so late when I get out and I’m usually tired. So I
did that tonight, but I think that I stayed focused on what was going on with my scenes in Dinner
with Friends. I had the little bit of the gun scene with the children and Anton, but I messed up a
line, of the four I have in that scene - how stupid, and I just was sort of on edge. Not in a
character way, I was hyper-aware of everything going on around me. So that was weird. But I
got to the third act and I settled in again. I am starting to notice what an incredible wimp the
Doctor is. Every time that I think that, I forget about it and then he takes something a little
farther and it reminds me again that I am really the only person capable of standing up to this
woman. If there were no Kobby and Lobby, I think I could take her. But those two, and Mike
and Max are rather scary.
I didn’t feel defeated tonight. Yes, I was still upset at what was going on, but I felt out
maneuvered tonight. I felt like Claire had out-smarted me. And that made me mad. That was
new. I haven’t been mad in a while. Well, I’m mad at Claire every night, but I’m not usually mad
at myself. I usually feel like I did everything I could do and still live. Tonight I felt that I could
have done more, but that I was led into a trap before I even saw it sitting there. That was kind of
fun.
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Thursday, 24 February 2005.

Tonight was a really good audience. I felt like they were with us there tonight, and that
we were fast enough, funny enough and not bumping into the furniture enough that Mark would
have been proud. The audience was pretty full, and a lot of them were our fellow students, so
there was a lot of supportive energy in the show tonight. We wanted to succeed as much as they
wanted us to succeed. It’s hard to do, sometimes, with this show. It ends up being so dark that
it’s really hard to get motivated on the nights that you are just drained. Just can’t think of the
ending before you start. I’m pretty sure that’s an unwritten rule of acting anyway.
I kind of feel more tired than I should, and my throat is a little scratchy. I am going to go
home and take lots of herbs and see if I can stop this thing before it starts. It’s about right on
time, though. Seems like I always get sick just as a show is wrapping up.
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Friday, 25 February 2005.

I don’t really feel any better today, but I don’t feel worse, so I suppose that’s a good
thing. I’m popping vitamin c lozenges and taking medicine, and hopefully I’ll be just fine. I
know that I plan on going to sleep tonight and not going out anywhere.
I think the show was pretty good. Last night felt better to me, but tonight was okay. The
audience was pretty good, and they reacted strongly to my “turning” in the beginning of the third
act. I had a rough time with the platform scene today. It felt off.
I don’t really feel like myself right now. I know that the show is going fine, but me, I just
don’t feel like myself. I’m sure it’s just the cold, and the medicine I am on, but I am spacey. I am
trying not to take medicine during the show unless I absolutely have to, and hopefully I’ll just
wake up all better tomorrow.
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Saturday, 26 February 2005.

I am sick. I don’t feel better, I feel worse. I can’t breathe, I’m not hungry and I just want
to crawl in a bed with my blanket and go to sleep until I wake up well. I hate being sick.
The show is okay, I guess. I can’t really project as well as I usually can and even when I
lower my voice to give it better support and carry to it, it sounds scratchy and stuffy. I am dizzy
sometimes on stage. I took medicine during the first intermission so that I could make it through
the show. Everything feels acutely slow tonight. Like I am watching it underwater. I think that I
am still in the show as much as I can be - I don’t feel that I have let the acting part go just
because I don’t feel very well, I think I am just playing the teacher as if she isn’t feeling very
well either. I mean, she is a part of me as much as I am a part of her so if her host doesn’t feel
well, then she doesn’t feel well either. I tried the whole “Professor Muller isn’t sick, so you’re
not sick either” and that worked for maybe ten minutes and I’m pretty sure it was because I was
looking for my script to do some work on it.
The audience is really important for me in this particular case. The energy that exists in
the space we are playing in is giving me something to feed off of, because my body just isn’t
giving me everything I need. I haven’t really eaten anything today - just some crackers and little
things here and there, drinking juice and stuff, but I just really want to go to bed. It was easy to
cry tonight. I’ve wanted to cry all day. Geez, I’m such a baby when I get sick.
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Sunday, 27 February 2005. Final Show.

The last one. Yay. I’m actually not really sad to see this one go. I think this show has led
to a bit of depression on my part, actually. How can you live in a failing atmosphere for over a
month and not have it affect your personal life. But I am really sick, too. I went through 2 boxes
of Kleenex (anti-viral) between last night and today. When I came off-stage during the second
act, my nose was bleeding. Thank God it waited until I had some time to take care of it. Someone
sent me some flowers and they had high pollen content. That threw everything into a whack and
my eyes swelled, my nose closed up even more and Ben very nicely made them disappear. I am
on medicine and I think maybe I gave a brilliant performance today. Yes, my voice was scratchy
and not at all there, but I could still be heard. Yes, my nose is stuffy and I can’t breathe, but I can
feel. And feel I did. I was in control, out of control, somewhere in between. The Doctor pissed
me off, Claire scared the hell out of me and I needed that damn drink that Mrs. Schill gives me.
And I was really going to tell those reporters - screw my life! And Anton broke my heart, asking
me to give up and let him die.
I’m exhausted. I want to go home. There is no part of strike that I plan on participating in
and that does not trigger my guilt complex at all. I’ve done a lot of strikes. It’s time to go home.
It’s time to go to bed, and put this play to rest. I can’t believe that it is all over. I’m glad I got to
do this. These people are fun to work with, even in a depressing story.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

In looking at the questions I posed for myself in the beginning of this process, I believe
that I have been successful. The production of the play was entirely successful, having some of
the largest houses for the season, and lots of positive feedback coming in from the audiences.
The process I used to get to the heart of the character was interesting for me. I did most of
the character building in rehearsals, feeling reactions from my fellow actors and shape-shifting to
find the niche in which the Teacher belonged. I put my trust in the script, and in the director and
I feel that my process was something that tool me further into this role and kept it honest for me.
In looking at the journaling process, it is the only writings that I probably will never use
again. It was absolutely interesting to type them into this thesis, re-reading where I was and what
I was doing, but at the time, it is a hard tool for learning for me. I like taking a look at my work
and asking myself questions to dig deeper into the character, but the writing every night is really
frustrating for me. However, for this particular show and resulting papers that went with it, the
journal was invaluable for getting my thoughts back on track and into the world of the play. My
research on the script and author were finished after the performances were over, and when I
began to put the thesis together, I began by transcribing my journals. It dropped me right back
into the world of the play.
I learned an incredible amount in this process. I grew as an actor, and as a person, and the
challenging nature of the role always kept me on my toes. I do not think I ever got “comfortable”
with the role or stopped thinking about it. That’s not to say I felt outside of the role, but it never
became unimportant to me; I never felt like I was performing with the next day on my mind.
This opportunity opened a new way of thinking for me, and I hope that my process is as
interesting for you who are reading as it was for me to put it into words.
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APPENDIX A: THE SCRIPT
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APPENDIX B: CHARACTER ANALYSIS
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Physical Qualities
1. Who am I?
My name is Ilene Muller. I am the Rector of Gullen High School. I have lived in Gullen
all my life and I hope to help bring the town back around to its former self - with
education, anything is possible.

2. Who am I named after? Do I like my name?
I am named after my grandmother, one of the founding members of the town of
Gullen. When my grandfather died, she helped to complete the building of the Foundry,
and when it went under, made me promise to bring it back to life. I love my name,
because it was a symbol of strength and courage in our family and town.

3. What is my sex? What do I think of sex?
I am a female. Sex, as far as what I am, has never really defined me. I never thought what
differences I could make as a boy rather than as a girl. I have always been accepted as an
equal because of my intelligence. As far as the act of sexual relationships, I have never
had one, but always longed for someone I could share that with.

4. How old am I? What do I think of my age?
I am 34 years old. I am still young enough to hope that my background and education can
shape the world in which this town lives. I think that I have an advantage in being
younger, because I still have some hope, whereas some of my other townspeople have
fallen into the “I can’t get out now, so let’s just make the best of it” mentality. As far as
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starting a family, this is where age rushes me a little bit - I feel that I am leaning towards
that side where I will never be married and it makes me a little sad. However, I try not to
think about it.

5. How does my posture express my age, health, inner feelings?
I am a very stiff person. My shoulders are always up and my back ramrod straight, unless
I feel defeated. It makes me appear more mature and very strong person. I am a force to
be reckoned with in my own right, especially when it comes to teaching and handling
children’s behavioral problems. I think some of the children are a little scared of me
sometimes, but I try not to be harsh, merely educationally demanding.

6. How is my complexion? What do I think of it?
I have a clear, fair complexion. I don’t really think about it. My looks are not something
upon which I focus my time.

7. What is my height? What do I think of it?
I am slight of build, but it does not bother me. I carry myself as if I am bigger than I am.
In my mind, I am around 5'9".

8. What is my weight? What do I think of it?
I am a small woman, but I walk as though I am 130 pounds. I have a strong, heavy walk.
I make myself known.
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9. What is the pitch, volume, tempo, resonance or quality of my voice? What do I think of it?
I have a lower tone to my voice. It is steady and strong, well supported and full. As I
unravel, my voice tends to go up a little in pitch and is the first thing I try to control when
I feel myself losing a grip on my level-headedness.

10. Is my articulation careless or precise? Is my articulation standard or colloquial? Do I have a
dialect or accent?
I am precise in my articulation, and it is pretty much standard. I try very hard to rid
myself of any kind of dialect.

11. What is my hair color and style? Do I like it?
My hair is dark brown, with a few grey streaks in it up near my crown, and long. I like it
well enough. Again, vanity is not something I spend time on - I can put it up out of my
face and go on with my day.

12. Do I have any deformities? What do I think of them?
No. I am normal.

13. Do I have any mannerisms? What do I think of them?
I do. I tend to keep my hands clasped in front of me when I am not using them. It keeps
them from wondering around, picking at things. It is a sign of my composure. When I
lose that composure, my hands go to my hair.
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14. Do I have any handicaps? What do I think of them?
I think my determination could be a handicap sometimes, because I can overlook others
and not mean to, but most of the time I think I am pretty fair.

15. How energetic or vital am I? Do I like it?
I am extremely energetic when I go after something that I want. But, I always have a well
thought out plan of how to approach and get it. I like it just fine, but there are times I
wish I could be impulsive.

16. Do I suffer from any diseases past or present?
No. Just the thirst for knowledge.

17. Are my gestures complete or incomplete, vigorous or weak, compulsive or controlled?
My gestures are complete, and I suppose they are vigorous, but I would say that they are
more direct than vigorous. And for the most part, they are controlled.

18. Do I like my walk?
Yes. I have made it into a walk that shows off strength and intelligence. I am confident.

19. How do I usually sit?
My back straight in a chair, but not touching the back of the chair, legs together, but not
crossed, leaning slightly to the right. Hands in my lap.
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20. How do I usually stand?
Stiffly, shoulders up, hands in front of me and legs close together when I walk. Not big
strides, but ladylike and still strong.

21. Do I have any objects with me, hand props or accessories? Why? How do I handle them?
I have a handkerchief that I carry, and if I am nervous or thinking, it becomes my outlet
for that energy. I crumble it in my hands, and play with it in very small motions, usually a
wringing motion until I have an answer.

22. Are my basic rhythms smooth or jerky, even-tempered or volatile, impulsive or deliberate,
ponderous or light, broken or continuous?
I am a very deliberate person, even-tempered, ponderous and continuous. I have a need to
have control over everything so that I can put my intelligence to use. I do not think that I
am any better than anyone else, but I do think that I have capabilities from my education
that can help out everyone. I don’t use my education to be self centered, but I do use it to
empower myself and others around me. I want education for everyone - it’s the only real
way to succeed.

23. What do I like to wear? What do I have to wear? How do I wear my clothes? How do I
handle them?
I wear clothes that give me a ladylike appearance, but not clothes that would be
extremely flattering. I don’t wish to appear mannish, but not extremely feminine as well I want to be a part of everyone. I handle my clothes very carefully, hand-washing and
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special care in mending them. The clothes I have are all I have - it’s too expensive to get
more of them. I keep trying to keep them as pristine as I can.

Social Qualities
1. What do I do when I wake up each morning?
I get out of bed, wash my face and unbraid my hair, brush it and put it up in a bun. I get
dressed, fix myself breakfast, usually some toast or a muffin if it is a good week, and
gather my things to go teach class.

2. What is my relationship to my environment?
I am comfortable in my environment, but it is sparse, and sometimes lonely.

3. What is my educational background? How much discipline was I subjected to? How
intelligent am I?
I have been through a rigorous education, I had high marks and advanced classes through
high school, and I went away to college, and got a degree. I had an offer to teach in the
college, but I wanted to come back and help out my town.

4. What was my childhood like? What are my strongest memories?
My childhood was hard, but good. My parents worked when they could to keep clothes
on me, keep me fed, and warm. Since the town’s failure 25 years ago, everyone has
worked just to stay alive. My childhood was one of work, and also one of learning what
had happened and what it would take to turn the town around again. My talked with my
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grandmother on seeing her dreams come true and watching them fall away are my biggest
memories - they shaped me into the person I am today.

5. How much money do I have? How much do I want?
Hardly any. I make enough to barely get by. I would like to have enough to be
comfortable, but I would also like to see the people in the town make what they deserve.

6. What is my nationality? What do I think of it?
I am who I am. I like the person that I have become. (Mark has specifically asked us not
to think of ourselves in a particular nationality - he doesn’t want a German accent, but he
doesn’t want it to be distinctly American either, so it would probably be a mix between
the two for a more precise nationality.)

7. What is my occupation? Do I like it? What other jobs have I had? When and why did I
choose this one?
When I was a little girl, I used to pretend that I was a schoolteacher. I have always
wanted to be one, and I have never had any other kind of job. After my success in high
school, I was able to go on to university with a scholarship, and excelled there as well,
being offered a post within the college. However, I wanted to come home and help the
town get back on its feet by helping to educate our people.

8. What are my political attitudes?
I support a strong educational system, and one that will add to the workforce of our poor
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little town. I am willing to try almost anything to get the factories in our town rolling
again.

9. Am I religious?
Spiritual, not religious. In my education, and studying different types of religions, there is
a commonality in them all.

10. Whom would I choose to be if I could be anyone else?
No one. But I would add more quality to my life. I’d like to have what Mrs. Schill has,
but I do not want to be her.

11. Did I have childhood heroes? What did I like about them?
My grandmother. Her determination to make her life work after the death of my
grandfather was always an inspiration to me. She got her happiness from other places,
and living out her husband’s dream. It became her own. And when the town went under,
reviving her dream became mine.

12. Do I like members of the opposite sex? What do I like about them?
I like anyone who has intelligence and uses it wisely. It matters not if they are a female or
male.

13. Who were my parents? What do I like and/or dislike about them? What can I still hear
them saying to me?
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My parents were two very good people who worked hard doing whatever they could in
the town to support us. Before the failure of the town, my father was a foreman at the
factory, and my mother worked as a cook in the town café. When the town folded, my
father went to the work office everyday, as did my mother, and I remember them telling
me every day to do my best in school. It drove me to want more out of my life, and to
maybe one day give back to my family.

14. Do I like my family? What do I like? What do I dislike?
I love my family. There were, of course, the growing pains of life, and my mother
constantly encouraging me to “settle down”, but my father understood what I wanted and
told me to always go after it.

15. How has my mother influenced me? How has my father influenced me?
My mother gave me the tools to take care of myself, my house and home, and taught me
the finer things in life - softness, music; my father gave me the strength to push myself
and survive in this world. He taught me about admiration, honesty and justice.

16. Do I have brothers and sisters? What do I think about them?
No, I have never had siblings. But I always wanted a brother.

17. What was my favorite fairy tale? Why?
I don’t really have a favorite fairy tale, but the stories of the Greek gods and goddesses
are a usual reference in my daily life. All the stories captivate me in some way.
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18. Who are my friends? Who are my enemies? How can I tell if someone is my friend or
my enemy?
I don’t really have people who are my friends. I have people in the community that look
up to me and respect me, but there is always that reverent wall. The closest friend I have
is Schill, because he relates to me as a person and not as a teacher or mentor. The Pastor
would be the next person that is close to me, because he understands the barrier we have
around us. The Mayor needs me around, but although we respect and like each other, I do
not know if you could call us friends. I really don’t have any enemies when the play
starts, but at the end, the entire town is ready to kill me if I do not go along with their
wishes. Admiration and respect denoted friendship for me, and the threat against my life
pretty much told me who my enemies are.

19. What ideas do I like? What ideas do I dislike?
I like the idea of success achieved because of hard work. I like the idea of having a home
to come home to, not just a house. I like the idea of the town back in swing. I like the idea
of Clara never coming in the first place. I like the idea of justice, but I do not approve of
her version. I do not like the town’s dismissal of Schill. I do not like how they band
together over money and lose themselves in the process. I do not like the idea of things
being out of the realm of logic, because then I have no semblance of control. I do not like
disrespect. I absolutely do not like murder.

20. What hobbies or interests do I have?
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Reading. I really love any kind of book. There is just as much knowledge to be gained
from lore as there is from truth. I also love to play the piano. The one I have is old, and
out of tune, but it came to me through my grandmother.

21. Do I have children? Do I like them? Why? Do they like me? Why?
No, I do not have any children.

22. What advice do I have for my children?
If I ever have any, it will be to always follow a path of knowledge and goodness. I never
want them to allow greed in their lives.

23. Am I married? Why did I marry the person that I did?
No, I am not married. If I do get married, I will marry someone that I can always talk
with, on any subject. I want someone who can make me laugh. I don’t do that enough.

24. What do I like about my spouse? What do I dislike?
If I had one, I’m sure I would like everything. Mostly.

25. How do my physical traits affect each of my social traits?
I am generally a person that is so focused on my objectives that I stay pretty within
myself until they are accomplished. I sometimes am unapproachable, or do not allow
leisure activities to get in the way of the goals I have set. I have become somewhat
unsociable in this aspect, but I am still perfectly capable of being present in a social
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event, or helping to lead my community.

26. How do the social traits affect my script objective?
My social traits, being limited, give me to hard of an edge when I push for the truth to
come out. Also, because I really cannot relate to people outside an educational setting, I
don’t know the subtler tricks to pull people to one side or another. I can only use justice,
and I lack the knowledge of these people personally to appeal to their sense of morality.
They certainly weren’t present for me to relate to Claire the way I wanted to. Instead of
allowing her to see her mistakes, I appeared as another callous person in her life.

27. How do the social traits affect my life needs and wants?
They have allowed me to rise up to the station to which I wanted to be at in the town, but
they have also made me unavailable to the home that I have always wanted to make.

28. How does the locale of the play make me feel?
I cannot say that I love the Gullen of now. It makes me sad, and I have a profound sense
of loss as I look into the tired faces of those people that I try to help. The ones of us that
do succeed end up leaving the town and what we have left are so broken that it is hard to
find a margin of comfort. But there is hope for a tomorrow, somewhere. This hope is held
deep within the hearts of those here - so deep inside that most of us do not dare to even
speak of it, or allow ourselves to think about it often. But I teach it every day. Without
the despair in this place, hope would not be so reverently guarded and longed for.
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29. How does the time of the play make me feel?
I either wish that we were in a past time, where the town was successful and I could
enjoy my life, or I wish we could jump to the future and I could be proud of the new
successes the town has found.

30. How does the period of the play affect my action?
I do not think the period affects the action at all. There is not really a particular period - it
is sort of post war Germany, but again, we had specific instructions not to make it a
period. The only hindrance I think that my action had would be economic.

31. What will be carved on my tombstone?
May her failure on earth not lead to failure in the next world.

32. Where have I been prior to each of my stage entrances?
Please note that the numbers before each section denotate Act and Scene; for example, 1.2 is Act
One, Scene Two, and so on.
1.2 - I have been talking with the Mayor and the Pastor all morning in the Mayor’s office
about how to welcome Clara. We are coming to look at how progress on the
decorations is going.
1.3 - I rush off to get the Mixed Choir to sing the welcoming song. I am returning with
them.
1.6 - I come in with the Mayor, we were putting the finishing touches on the welcoming
ceremony and discussing Clara’s strange statements.
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2.10 - I have been asked to provide a song of condolence by the Mayor, so I gather the
children to go sing to Clara. After making sure the children are safe, and Anton is
now without a weapon, I lead the children on to finish the song.
3.1 - After much discussion, the Doctor and I were chosen to go ask Clara for mercy. The
Doctor and I have been in his office, discussing our plan of action, and looking at
how we can pitch this plan to her. We are now on our way in to see her.
3.2 - I have just come from Clara’s, now knowing that she destroyed the town, and
desperately trying to figure out a way to tell everyone and save Schill.
3.5 - I have been led to the trial by the Pastor and Wechsler. Wechsler came to my house
to make me leave and the Pastor, on his way, sort of intervened and walked with
me there.

Psychological Qualities
1. What choices do I face?
I can either decide to give in to the town and help Schill on to death, or I can stand up to
the town and reveal what Claire is doing.

2. What choices do I make?
I am forced to raise my hand against Schill, but I refuse to enter the circle with the town.

3. What makes me angry? What relaxes me?
Stupidity. Ignorance is okay - it means not knowing any better, or never having been
taught better; Stupidity is knowing better and doing it anyway.
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4. What is driving my ambitions, my goals?
My hope for a renewed town. And my hope that the town will not fall into Claire’s trap.

5. Do I have any instincts?
Yes, I have an instinct to protect those I care about, and self preservation.

6. Do I do things impulsively?
No. I think out everything before I do it.

7. What do I worry about?
I worry that my efforts will be in vain.

8. What do I want? What do others think that I want?
I want Claire to go away without hurting anyone. I want the town to stand up to her and
disregard what she has asked. I want the town to do nothing it will regret. The others
think I am out to ruin what hope they have to gain.

9. What do I like about myself? What do I dislike about myself?
I like my intelligence. I like that I go through a process of logic to figure things out. I do
not like that in a stressful situation that I cannot always think clearly. I do not like that I
cannot save this town, or Schill.
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10. What do I need?
I need everyone to listen to what I am saying. No one hears me - my words are merely a
denial of the money they think they so desperately need. But, if someone would just hear
what I have to say - really listen, then I could just save the town - the way I have hoped to
do for years.

11. What do I fear?
I fear failure.

12. Why can’t I get what I want?
Because I do not know how to get it. There isn’t a book created for this situation and no
real way to come up with a training manual. I think I am so afraid of failing that the fear
is getting in my way.

13. Do other people like me? Why?
They respect me, because I have answers to problems. I’m not sure they like me, and by
the end of the show, I am definitely not liked by anyone but Schill.

14. Are any of my psychological traits manifested physically?
Yes. I hold myself together, physically as well as psychologically. You can see it in my
posture and the way I play with my handkerchief when I get nervous or am concentrating
hard.
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15. Are any of my psychological traits manifested vocally?
Yes, you can hear my last ditch efforts for the town to reconsider as my pitch changes.
It’s the fear creeping in.

Moral Qualities
1. Are the choices that I will make based upon expediency or upon some ethical standard?
They are absolutely based on morality. I try to do the right thing.

2. Whom do I admire?
I actually admire Schill, for allowing his murder to happen. At least he doesn’t have to
live with the knowledge of what he has done.

3. Will the pursuit of my needs lead to a moral choice?
Yes. I must choose to help kill Schill and save myself, or to sacrifice myself for him. I am
forced to go along with it, but I refuse to help kill him.

4. What is my attitude toward the choice that I make?
I hate what I could not do. I hate that I watched Schill die and that I watched the town
destroy itself in a bid for money.

5. How do I express this attitude vocally and physically?
In my final speech, I point out everyone’s faults in detail, not only to get them to change
their minds, but to remind them at what they will have to live with. I hit the Pastor hard.
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In staying out of the circle, I removed myself from the town. When Claire passes each of
us on her way out, I’m the only one to meet her eyes and return the stare.

Play Qualities
1. Why am I included in the play? How do I contribute to the overall idea the playwright wishes
to express?
I am the only one who retains a moral sense in the play. Without me, the play would lose
any hope for Schill’s rescue and give the town a completely bad taste. There has to be
some foil in the play and I serve that purpose in many capacities.

2. What metaphors, similes, or personifications are used to describe me?
There are none, in the entire play. I use them to describe others, but none are used for me.

3. How and why are these figures of speech related to my physical, social, psychological,
and moral traits?
Because there are none, it points to the fact that no one seems to have a real grasp on me
enough to say that I am like something. Perhaps they equate me to some stern war
general in their homes, but no one has described me that way in my presence, or when I
am not around. It shows that no one has insight into who I am
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APPENDIX C: CHRONOLOGY
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This Chronology is taken from Understanding Friedrich Durrenmatt 1
1921

Born in Konolfingen, Canton Bern, son of Pastor Reinhold
Durrenmatt and Hula Zimmermann Durrenmatt

1935

Family moves to Bern. Struggled in school and failed in 1939 to be
promoted.

1941

Received his High School Certificate in Older Languages. Wanted
to become a painter. The Jury at The Art Academy urged his
parents to let him study literature instead. Enrolled at the
University of Bern.

1942

Brief stint of military service in summer–discharged because of
poor eyesight. Transferred to the University of Zurich at the start
of Winter Semester. On Christmas Eve he wrote his first short
narrative, “Weinacht” (“Christmas”)

1943

Officially registered as a student in Zurich. In the circle of
expressionist painter Walter Jonas, Durrenmatt lead a Bohemian
lifestyle and continued to write narratives. A long illness forced his
return to Bern in late fall.

1943-1946

Studied philosophy at the University of Bern. First published
narrative: “Der Alte” (“The Old Man”) in Der Band (1945).
Continued writing narratives.

1946

Instead of a planned dissertation on Kierkegaard, D. wrote play It
is Written. Radio Play Der Doppelganger refused by radio Bern.
Married actress Lotti Geissler on October 11, and moved to Basel.

1947

It is Written premieres in Zurich, April 19, under direction of Kurt
Horowitz. Play created a scandal (which D. welcomed) and won
the Prize of the Welti Foundation. Wrote narratives “Pilatus” and
“Die Stadt.” Birth of son Peter on Aug 6.

1948

Premiere of second play, The Blind Man, in Basel, January 10.
Family moves to Schernelz on Lake Biel. D. fails to complete
planned play about the Tower of Babel. Writes cabaret sketches to
feed his family.

1949

Premiere of Romulus the Great, D.’s first comedy, in Basel, April
23. Daughter Barbara born on September 19. Diabetes diagnosed
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1950. The Judge and his Hangman appears in serialization in
Schweizerischer Beobachter from December 1950 to March 1951.
1951

Serialized sequel to Judge entitled The Quarry. Family moves to a
house above Ligerz on Lake Biel. Daughter Ruth born October 6.
Radio plays The Trial of the Donkey’s Shadow and Midnight
Conversations with a Despised Person.

1952

D.’s “blasphemous” comedy The Marriage of Mr. Mississippi
premiers in Munich. Radio play Stranitzky and the National Hero.
Writes the narrative “The Tunnel” and publishes his early
narratives under the title The City. Beginning of the relationship
with Peter Schifferli’s “Verlag der Arche,” that would publish D.’s
works until 1978. Purchases house above Lake Neuchatel.

1953

An Angel Comes to Babylon premieres in Munich.

1954

Radio plays Hercules and the Augean Stable and Operation Vega.
Two literature prizes for Angel. Essay “Problems of the Theatre.”

1955

Prose comedy Once a Greek… Work on both radio play and
narrative version of Die Panne (Traps).

1956

Premiere of The Visit in Zurich, January 29. Both versions of Die
Panne published. Radio play Episode on an Autumn Evening.

1957

Wrote filmscript for It Happened in Broad Daylight. Prize of the
Blind War Veterans for radio play Die Panne.

1958

Broadway version of The Visit with Alfred Lunt and Lynn
Fontanne. Prix d’Italia and Prize of the Tribune de Lausanne for
radio plays. Rewrote It Happened in Broad Daylight as the novel
The Pledge.

1959

Frank the Fifth: Opera of a Private Bank with music by Paul
Burkhard premiered in Zurich, March 19. Mannheim Schiller
Award. New York Drama Critics’ Award for The Visit.

1960

Trip to London. Grand Prize of the Swiss Schiller Foundation.
Writes script for film version Mississippi.

1962

The Physicist premieres in Zurich, February 21-23.

1963

Hercules and the Augean Stables, adapted from the radio play,
premieres in Zurich, March 20. Volume of satirical caricatures
Heimat im Plakat (Homeland in Posters) published.
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1964

First Trip to Soviet Union, for ceremony honoring Shevchenko.
Filming of The Visit (with altered ending) starring Anthony Quinn
and Ingrid Bergman.

1966

Premiere of The Meteor in Zurich, January 20. Once a Greek(…) is
filmed. Writing and Speeches about the Theater published.

1967

Premiere of The Anabaptists in Zurich, March 16. Second trip to
USSR for Fourth Soviet Writers Conference. Speech entitled
“Israels Lebensrecht” (Israel’s Right to Exist) in Zurich in wake of
Six-Day War.

1968

“Monster lecture on Justice and the Law” at the University of
Mainz. Collaboration with Werner Duggelin in the Basel Theater
Collective. Production in Basel of the Shakespeare adaptation of
Konig Johann. Grillparzer Prize from the Austrian Academy of
Sciences.

1969

Play Strindberg premieres Basel, February 8. Heart attack and
subsequent departure from Basel. Receives Literary Prize of the
Canton of Bern and divides it up among three Swiss political
dissidents. Trip to USA in the fall and Honorary Doctorate form
Temple University.

1970

Stages Goethe’s Urfaust in Zurich. Portrait of a Planet premieres
November 10, and the Shakespeare adaptation Titus Andronicus on
December 12, both in Düsseldorf. Publishes Satze aus Amerika
(Sentences from America).

1971

Publishes narrative Der Sturz (The Fall). Vienna premiere of
Gottfried von Einem’s opera based on The Visit.

1972

Stages Buchner’s Woyzeck in Zurich.

1973

Der Mitmacher (The Collaborator) premieres March 8 (and fails)
in Zurich. D.’s son Peter receives jail sentence for refusing military
service.

1974

Trip to Israel. Made Honorary Fellow of the Ben Gurion
University in Beersheba. Produces Lessing’s Emilia Galotti in
Zurich.

1976

Der Mitmacher—En Komplex published. The Judge and his
Hangman filmed. Welsh Arts Council International Writers Prize.
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1977

Die Frist (The Grace Period) premieres in Zurich, October 6. D.
receives Buber-Rosenzweig Medallion for Christian-Jewish
cooperation, and two honorary doctorates: from Nice and the
Hebrew University on Jerusalem.

1978

Publication of a volume of Durrenmatt’s paintings and sketches.

1979

Stage version of Die Panne goes on tour with Durrenmatt
directing. Literature Prize of the City of Bern. Lecture on Albert
Einstein in Zurich.

1980

Publishes thirty-volume Werkausgabe (Complete Works Edition)
with his new publisher, Diogenes Verlag in Zurich

1981

Swiss Writer in Residence at the University of Southern California.
Honorary Doctorate from University of Neuchatel. Publishes Stoffe
I-III (Subject Matter I-III), retitled Labyrinth in 1990.

1983

Death of wife Lotti. Premiere of Achterloo in Zurich. Meets
Charlotte Kerr. Visits to Greece (with Charlotte and Maximilian
Schell) and South America. Honorary Doctorate from the
University of Zurich.

1984

Marries Charlotte Kerr on May 8. Her film portrait of D., Portrait
of a Planet, shown on German television December 26. Carl
Zuckmayer Medal of Rheinland-Pfalz and Austrian State Prize for
European Literature 1983.

1985

Two prose works published: Minotaurus: A Ballad and The
Execution of Justice. Bavarian Jean-Paul Prize. Trip to Egypt.

1986

The Assignment published. Prizes: Sicilian Premio Letterario
Internationale Mondello, Georg Buchner Pries, Ehrenpreis des
Schiller Gedachtnis-Preises.

1988

Directs his farewell to theater, Achterloo IV in Schwetzingen. Prix
Alexander Tolstoy in Lausanne.

1989

Novel Durcheinandertal Published. Receives Robert Curtius Prize
for Essays.

1990

Turmbau: Stoffe IV-IX published. Dies December 14 of a heart
attack in his home in Neuchatel, three weeks before he was to have
celebrated his 70th birthday at the Czech premiere of Achterloo in
Prague.
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1992

Publication of Gedankenfuge (Thought Fugue), a collection of
essays.

1993

Publication of Das Mogliche ist ungeheuer (The Possible is
Monstrous), a collection of poems.
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